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i
A, FOREWORD

•J

the forty-firot paper to appear in the World 
Kaployment Programe research working paper series oi the

The aia of the Project

This is

Migration for Kaployaent Project.
investigate the lapllcatlons of intemaUonal algration

low-incoae to hlgh-incone countries for econoalc

I
i Is to

■oveaciits froB 
and social poiicy-aaking.

1

the seventeenth to be concerned withIn this paper - 
the region of southern Africa (see appended list) - the 

chiefly seeks to explain the varying recourse ofauthor
South African enployers to supplies of black labour from

he concentrates on the gold-
\

In doing so.outside the country.
■inlng industry as the key eaployer of foreign Africans,and 
on the changes in the 1970s. 
a long-term trend of gradual reploceaent of foreign by local

In the shorttora, this will anke still more difficult 
the already overwhelalng developaont problems of ‘.•outh Africa's

The latter seen to have ushered in

Africans.

neighbours.

W.R. SahningAugust 1979
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B. SDUramN AFRICAM MICRAIIT LABOUR SOFPLIKS—IN
WITBTHi: PAST, thk present and the FOTORE.

TO THE COLD-MlNmC INDOSTRYSPECIAL HPERENCE

1by

C.W. Stahl

(Bepartaant of Econoalca, 
Uniaaraity of Nawcaatla, 

Nov South Wales, Aaatralia)
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UID 'FWC holeQP JJRICAll LABOUR' SUPPLIESI. THE FOHmTIOtl
np POHKICH LABOUR

(a) IHTROnacnOH

AfTica finds its origin In th* ditcoToiT ot the 
Africa In the latter part of the last century, 
wealth required enonous supplies of labour. 

de«nds -ere also placed on agriculture to support a rapidly expanding urb«i population.
orclallsatlou of agriculture likewise required large a«»unts of labour.

Labour eigratlon in southern 
vast elneral wealth of South 
exploitation of that elneral

The
Heawy

The process of cone

The labour deeands of a rapidly expanding econoey In a relatlwely underpopulated 
southern Africa eanifested itself in initirUy growing labour shortages. In this 

ineestlgate how South Africa In general, and the gold-elningfirtt section we
industry in parUcular, responded to shortages of African labour, how labour supplies

occurred in the African l.-.bour aarket ower ties.
derlres frje the fact that, historically,

foieed and what changeswere
Concentration on the gold-eining industry

the largest single eeployer of foreign African labour.it has been

PRIOR TO the MIIIEHAL REVOLOTION(b) SnlTTH AFRICA

of the TBSt elneral wealth of South 
aleoot totally dependent upon

In the I86O0, on the ere of the discowery
Africa, the territories coaprising the country were

of the four whlte-doelnated territories were
In the latteragricultural production. The poorer

the Afrikaner republics of the Orange Free State and the Trsnswaal.
the eoonoBlc base for the great eajorltyterritory, subsistence-agriculture was largely

with its extensive pasture land.The Orangs Free State,of Europeans and Africans, 
was conducive to raising sheep; innabitsnts ealntalned sobs contact with the 

bartering wool with Itinerant or resident 
British colonies of Katal and the Cape Colony were at 

the Afrikaner republics, although still poor.

and its
of the coast by selling orexchange econoey 

traders (Neueark, 1956). The
Natal, 

and had finallytbs ties soeewhat better off than
with its generous rainfall, had experleented with various •xp^rt crops

Since Africans did not prove to be aienable to working on the sugar
leported beginning I860. Along the

settled on sugar.
plantations. Indentured Indian labourers were
coastal belt of the Cape Colony the cll.at. was particularly suitable for the production 
of wheat, fruit, butter and ealse which were earketed internally, along with hides, 
win. and ostrich feathers for export. The proxielty of the coastal belt fareing area

of produce by ship at reascnable cost, whereas transport
That transport betweento the sea pereltted transport 

free the interior of South Africa was prohlbllvely expensive.
rudleentary fore, and hence expensive, is
Bonths for goods to reach Bloeefoatein in the 
Elizabeth, only 400 Biles away (Wilson,

the coast and interior was of the eost 
reflected by the fact that it took three 
heart of the Orange Free State froe Port
1971, p. 108).

V.
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AM) THE HOLEAMlICAll IJlBOTni ~ SUPPLIESI. THE TOBMATIOM OF
Of EOHEICH LABOTO

(a) TNTROTOJCTIOH - .•
Africa finds Its origin in the dlscoTsry of theLabour nigration In scuthem

rast .moral wealth of South Africa in the latter |«rt of the last century, 
exploitation of that .Ineral wealth required enoi*.us supplies of labour. 
de.ands were also placed on sgrioulture to support a rapidly expanding urban population. 
The process of co—ercialieatlou of agriculture likewise required large aMunts of labour.

The
Heavy

relatively underpopulated^ 
In this

The labour deaands of a rapidly expanding econcy in a
Africa .anifaated Itself in Initirlly growing labour shortages.

how South Africa in general, and the gold-nining
southern

firit section we investigate 
industry in parUcular, responded to shortages of African labour, how labour supplies

occurred in the African l.-bour .arket over tits.
industry derives frj. the fact that, historically,

were foined and what changes 
Concentration on the gold-ninlng

the largest single employer of foreign African labour.it has been
PRIOR TO THE HIMERAL REVOLOTIOH(b) SOUTH AFRICA

the discovery of the vast mineral wealth of South 
almost totally dependent upon

In the 1860s, on the eve of
the territories comprising the country wereAfrica,

of the four white-dominated territories were
In the latteragricultural production. The poorer

republics of the Orange Free State and the Transvaal.
economic base for the great majoritythe Afrikaner

subsistence-agriculture was largely the
The Orange Free State, with its extensive pasture land,

Innabltants maintained some contact with the 
bartering wool with itinerant or resident 

of Natal and the Cape Colony were at

iarrltoryt
of Europ«ftna and Africans*

conducive to raising sheeps and itswas
exchange economy of the ooast by selling «r 
traders (Neumark, 1956). 'Fhe British colonies 
the time somewhat better off than
with its generous rainfall, had experimented with various exj^rt crops

to be amenable to working on the sugar

Natal,the Afrikaner republics, although still poor.
and had finally

Since Africans did not provesettled on sugar.
imported beginning I860. Along theplantations. Indentured Indian labourers were 

coastal belt of the Capo Colony the climate was particularly suitable for the production
marketed internally, along with hides.of wheat, fruit, butter and nalsa which were 

wine and ostrich feathers for export. The proximity of the coastal belt farming area
transport of produce by ship at reasonable cost, whereas transport

from the interior of South Africa was prohlbitrely expensive.
the coast and interior was of the most rudimentary form, and hence expensive, is 
reflected by the fact that it took three months for goeds to reach Bloemfontein in the 
heart of the Orange Free State from Port Elisabeth, only 400 miles away (Wilson,
1971, P. 108)-

to the sea permitted
That transport between
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slow expansion of the easternin South Africa had seen a
Growth of the European population wasThe previous 200 years 

frontier about the Cape settlement.
insignificantly reinforced by immigration, unlike the cases

. Indeed the great 19th century wave of immigration from
»y the middle of the

of NorUi America,

Australia and Kew Zealand
the British Isles and Europe simply p^sed South Africa by.
19th century the estimated European population of South Afrir 
200,000. in 1854, the white population of the Cape Colony was isC.OOO 
of the orange Free State, 15,000. In 1872 the Transvaal had 50.000 «wl in 1665 
Hatal enumerated 8,500 (Houghton. 1971, P.7). Ho figures with respect to the nuhber

approximatelya was
, and that

of Africans are available.
The Afrikaners, as the predominantly Butch and French settlers eeme t. be knee*, 

amenable to the controls to which the colonial governing «>thoritie»
resentment of colonial authority became even mu.-ewere never

attempted to subject the*. Their
when the British assumed control over the Cape is the early 19th oestury.

attitudes brought to the Cape aloag with British
that of

pronounced 
The comparatively liberal racial 
control conflicted with a basic philosophical tenet of the Afrikaner race,

Hottentots, imported slaves and Bantu to perform
with the attitude that menial, physical

Their use ofwhite suprraacy. 
manual labour on their farms left the AfrikanerI perform physical labourNo white was 

considerable impact on the polltlcal
labour on the part of whites was degrading.

These attitudes were to have a
allocation throughout South Africa's development.

fundamental to Afrikaner political Ideology which

for another, 
economy of resource 
dodtrines whi'^h were to be moat

It was theme

prevail against the integrating tendencies of
British emancipated slaves in the Cape in lb 14

, Herding their cattle and transporting 
"Voortrekkers" in great numbers moved

in the final .malysis was to
When thecempetitive market forces.

reaction by the Afrikaners was predi<fc<bl?.the
few household effects by oxwagen, thetheir

out of the Cape colony.
isolation from the economic and socialAs a result of their comparative 

influences of a changing Europe, the Afrikaner frontiersmen, or trekeboere. «
of econcslc and social retrogression concomitant 

"platteland" of South Africa. Puahlmg 
subsistence farmers

they were called, underwent a process 
with their penetration of the vast interior

interior they became, for all practical purposes,
contact with the exchange economy of the coast.

hotly contested by the many Indigenous African 
But by the 106Cn they had

into the Cape 
.and grasicro with tclnlm.ai Their

right to settle thjse new lands was 
tribes (see Hotertson, 1954-5, and Thompson, 1971).

which to graae their cattle and growcarvir.g out huge farms onsecured this area, 
what crops they required for subsistence.

their land, went into the service of whites or 
plentiful for the whiter, but capital and 

did not discourage such squatting.

Many Africans, dispossessed of
Since land wassquatted on white farms.

the majority of Afrikaner farmerslabour scarce.
Indeed, they charged such Africans rent payable in labour services, crops or both, 

considerable extent in the Transvaal, the
economic markings of feudalism.

Thus, in the Orange Free fita'e and to a
African and Afrikaner had all of therelationship between
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(the most important of which, measured in terms of 
population density, were Zululand, Basutoland, Swaziland and the Transkei), the 
trekeboerea initially had little social or economic Impact, except to increase the 
population density by containing 
Agricultural production was

In the African territories

African movement and pushing Africans off white land.
still subsistence-oriented.

of the mineral discoveries whlcli wore to transform South Africa,
Farming was extensive and largely 

ready to satisfy the demands of the incipient

On the eve
the economy was entirely based on agriculture, 
for subsistence, and in no way was

urban-miring town market.

T.ABOim SUPPLIES(c) MINERAL EEYELOTMEIITS AM) THE FORMATION_ OF

transform the economy cf South Africa
Diamonds were discovered in what 

after the British annexed the diamotid
with diggers pouring into the 

Several years

In 1867 an event occurred which was to
and move it along the road toward industrialisation.

to become the eastern Cape frontierwas
By 1869 the first diamond rush was on,

and Vaal rivers to work alluvial deposits.
the mining city of Kimberley is now located.

producing area, 
area along the Orange
later diamonds were discovered where 
The diamonds there were found in four large volcanic pipes. Such deposits

previously, diamonds all over the world 
At Kimberley deep-level mining became necessary

unique in the history of diamond mining;were
had been found in alluvial deposits, 
and hence established the basis for an urban mirdng complex.

By 1877 the population of Kimberley was estimated to be 45,000, comprised of
and 20,000 Africans (Knowles, 1936, p. 206). This

Of the Africans
15,000 whites, 10,000 coloured

concentration of population second only to that of Cape Town.was a
employed on the digging, a large proportion were
to the companies for a capitation fee. Once the level of demand for labour stabilised, 
this practice became unnecessary as i- - -

brought in by recruiters and supplied

sufficient labour came to the diggings voluntarily.

The deep-level mining of diamonds ran into technical diffiomltlea in the first 
years at Kimberley. Thousands of individual claims within the small area of the pipes 
made excavation exceedingly difficult as the depths of the diggings increased. However, 
by 1888 the financial and administrative power of Cecil Rhodes had prevailed and 

diamond mining companies was completed (van der Horst,
The consolidation permitted ths application of machinery which on smaller

de Beers Consolidated Minos Limited dominated

consolidation of the many
1942).

From there on.holdings was uneconomical, 
the South African diamond mining industry, 
labour - and was henceforth adjusted to world demand so as 
prices: a classic case oi market strategy by a monopollet.

bo completely ov«ohadowed by the discovery and

Output was reduced - as was demand for
to stabilise world .diamond 

However, the Kimberley51

diamond alnliig industry was to 
developaent of the Witwatorsrand gold fields.

Located whereIn 1886 the Witwatersrand gold fields were proclaimed,
Johannesburg now stands, the Witwatersrand lay deep in the Transvaal, the poorest 

four white South African territories at that tine.
Transvaal, bringing the skills needed by the many gold-

and most backward of the 
Foreigners poured into ther
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annual white iuiigration ofmining compenies. The period 1890-1915 saw an average 
24,000 (Houghton, 1969t P* 13)• 
was insatiable.
of skilled workers in comkination with large quantities of unskilled African labour.

southern Africa, both inside and outside of South

Demand for labour by the rapidly expanding industry
From its beginning, production was based on a relatively small number

The

latter were recruited from all over 
Africa, at considerable expense to the mines.

By 1689 only about 6,000 Africans were employed in the Witwatersrand mines; a 
they numbered approximately 97,000 (Transvaal Chamber of Mines,decade later

Annual Report. 1889 and 1899). The growth of employment of white workers was equally 
as great. Table 1 provides details of the average number of white and black workers 
employed by the gold mines in selected years.

Wages for the skilled labour were necessarily high, in order to attract
But skilled labour has always been but a small 

Given the distribution
experienced miners from overseas, 
fraction of the total labour force employed in the mines.

desire t® maximise profits over tine, the gold-nininfcof various grades of ore and the 
industry has always relied heavily on African labour and hence has always been concerned

In its infancy the industrywith the terms on which it could secure their services, 
experienced rapidly rising costs, as competition for a IMted supply of African labour

To prevent furtherthe mining companies resulted in rising wages for black labour.
in this significant cost component, many of the cci ^. is recommended the

among

increases

elimination of wage competition for African labour,
behind the creation of the Clamber of Minci in 1889, as evidenced

It app E i'iat this was a
fundamental reason
by the following quotation from its sixth annual report published in 1895:

- }

"Since formation of the Chamber continuous attention has been 
given to the subject of devising means by which the supply of labour 
could be made to meet the constantly growing requirements of the 
industry, and by which also wages could be reduced to a reasonable level .

With regard to recruitment of labour, it was recognised by the Chamber that 
the outlay of considerable sums for labour recruitment would not be justified unless

assured that recruited workers could not legally break their
To ensure the

the individual firms were
contract by moving on to another mine, or perhaps to another industry,

for their recruitment expenditures, the Chamber formulated
Reference to

firms an adequate return
law" adopted and enforced by the Transvaal "Volksraad" in 1694.a "pass

this law was made in the sixth annual meeting, hold in 1895:

"... the Chamber drafted a set of Pass Regulations, which 
provided means for the proper registration and identification of 
natives, and for compelling them to fulfill contracts voluntarily 
entered into. With these regulations in force the companies w^d 
be warranted in incurrir.g the very considerable expense of briacing 
•boys' from a distance; as, though the initial cost would bo heavy, 
full oonpensatku would be found in the reduced rate of wages . 
(Transvaal Chamber of Mines, Annual Report, 1895). ,

N.
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the turn of the century, the Chenher wee not conpletelyDuring the decade prior to
In periods when denand for African workers was

It was not
successful in achieving its objectives.
greater than supply, co-petition for the li-ited supply forced up wage rates.

the South African War (1899-1902) that the Cha-ber was successful in reducing
This was 

In 1900 the
Association (WHLA) for this purpose.

until after
the cost of black labour while, at the ssae ti-e, increasing its supply.

achieved by centralising the recruit-ent of African labour.priaarily
Cha-ber established the Witwatersrand Mative Labour

recruit-ent cost. Its regulations stipulated that!hoping to reduce

"No Co-pany, whilst a aeaber of the Witwatersrand Native labour _
Association.^ll be allowed under any circu-atancee to engage any but white 
lab^^? erc;pt through the agency of the Association. This will app^y: (D 
to all natives who, fro- having previously worked on ^ur -Ine, “ho 
fro- any cause -ay co-e forward and seek ouch work voluntarily; (2) 
those who have been recruited within or without the Transv^ a „„
to all natives or coloured aen e-ployed either above or

(Transvaal Chaaber of Minos, Annual Hsport, I9OO-OI, p. 112).your property".

This was to have significant repercussions in the -aiket for African labour. Clearly, 
by acting in concert with respect to the recruit-ent and distribution of labour the 
Industry would be able to derive the profits associated with being a perfectly 
dlscrl-lB-tlng -onopsoalst.^

recruit-ent and distribution of black labour on a 
In this it was not

In addition to centralising the
non-profit basis, the Cha-ber also atteapted to reduce wages.

caused by the South African War, together withsuccessful. Social dislocations 
alternative wage-e-ploy-ent opportunities 
at higher rates of pay), caused the

for Africans (on infrastructural projects 
miaber of Africans recruited to work in the -ines to

co-plaints by -any that there was 
fulfill the labour requireaents of South 

was coBUfir—ed by the 1904 report

fall far below pre-war levels. In general, there were

not enough black labour in southern Africa to 
African industry and agriculture - an opinion which 
of the Transvaal Labour Co—ission. The Co—ission w- especially Influenced by

two —bera of the Co—ission dissentedHowever,
belief that the shortfall in the mining sector's

testifiony fro— the .Ch—ber of Mines, 
fr— the Majority Report, noting their 
labour requlr—ent was largely a l.
Nonetheless, the end result was
Chinese labour, u—anitarian opposition in Britain soon brought an en.
1-portation, and in 1907 the legislation pei-itting it was repeated, 
however, able to -aintaln their supplies of labour as a result of Intensified recruit-ent 
and a fall-off in the post-war boo- which reduced the de-«.d for labour in other sectors.

result of the Ch—ber's abortive atte-pt to reduce wages.
allowed to i-port Indenturedthat the -ines were

to this
The -ines were.

Thus, in little -ore than a decade after develop-ent of the gold fields had 
CO—encsd, the -any fir-s co-prislng the industry were acting in concert on the -arket

had been conpletely centralised, and the flr-e* wage
r

for African labour. Hecrultnont
being dictated by the Ch-ber, using the syst- of flsing a -arl-u- average

rate was designed torates were
Fixing a -axl-u- average rather than a sinple aaxi—

individual -l»es fro- bidding up average rates of pay, 
degree of flexibility with regard to organisation 

to reflect differing degrees of

wage.
achieve a dual purpose! to prevent
while per-ltting individual -ines sc-e 
of their work force through adjustment of wages

individual workers (van der Horst, 1942, pp. 165-6).productivity —ong&

I ■■
-f ■

’/is:- ..f.
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The Chamber has diaplayed keen awarenesa of the importance of having recruitment area 
choice variable in its efforts to obtain the labour requirements of its members.slae as a

The geographic area ever which it has spread its recruitment of African labour increased
Table 2 provides information with respect to the changing sources of •

■•V.

^ considerably with time.
African workers obtained from various countries within southern Africa over time.

OF THE 20ri CEMTDRY(d) LEGISUTED LABOUR SPPFLIES IN THE FIRST DECADES

(l) LEGISLATION ANU Al'UICAN AGRICm.TCRE

The major purpose of the formation of the Chamber of Hines was to prevent wage 
competition among individual mines by centralising labour recruitment, 
not Inltl-illy successful at achieving desired reductions in wage rates, the organlaatior.

As indicated by Table 3, in spite
In the early part of the

Although it was

successful at preventing further wage Increases.was

of a significant growth in labour demand, wages did not Increase.
20th century the agricultural sector of South Africa also exnibited an insatiable growth
in demand for African labour without forcing up wage rates.

Some scholars have argued that the lack of growth of wages derived from a division 
and specialisation of labour in the African subsistence-agricultural sector which results 
in redundant male labour, l.e. "surplus labour".
workers can seek temporary employment outside the subsistence sector without reducing 
output on (family) agricultural holdings. However, if the withdrawal of a worker reduces 
farm output, i.e, if surplus labour is exhausted, then additional wages will have to be 
offered to compensate the worker and his family for such a loss, 
exists surplus labour, the modem sector can continue to expand, withdrawing labour from the 
subsistence sector, at a non-increasing wage rate.

If surplus labour exists, then redundant

Thus, so long as there

I

According to Barber (iy6l), it was the existence of redundant male African labour in 
the subsistence sector which explained the non-increasing wage trend in the Rhodesian 
modern sector from 1929-45. However, Arrighi (1970) has cast serious doubt on the validity 
of Barber's analysis and, consequently, on the whole notion of endemic surplus labour. 
According to Arrighi, the explanation of the non-increasing wage trend in Rhodesia lies 
in prior changes in the African subsistence sector which made it increasingly necessary 
for Africans to undertake wage employment. Basically, these changes were a rising
conventional aubsistence level, which increasingly included non-traditlonal goods requiring 
cash for their purchase, and a decreased capacity of Africans to obtain these goods

Ths latter was in turn traceable to thethrough the sole of agricultural commodities, 
displacement of African agriculture by state-subsidised white agriculture and the
voluntary and involuntary removal of Africans from white agricultural areas, near transport 
routes, to the rathbr inaccessible "reserved" areas where over-stocking and crowding led 
to a deterioration of African agricultural productivity.
uncompetitive position in which African agriculture foiud itself Increased the "effort 
price" of securing cash threugh the sale of agricultural oommoditlas relative.to the 
"effort price" of securing cash through entering wage employment.

In a nutshell, the increasingly

For South Africa, Clarke (1977b) secs a similarity between the Rhodesian and South 
African experiences in the proletarianisation of African labour supplies. He lays great 
stress on the role of the colonial administration undertaking or backing measures which

• ■1
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essentially are asset 
Also important to the

These measuresTlrtually force African workers into wa^e employment, 
confiac.tion of both land and cattle, and the taxing of Africans.

subsidised de»elop.ent of white agriculture and the
"natural economy" of

pTOletaribnisation process is the
neglect of African agriculture. By these actions, Clarke argues, the
the traditional African peoples is subordinated to the imperatives of the dominant sector^) 
of the economic system with the result that it. self-reproductive capacity is impaired ^ 

set of requirements. The transformation of the "natural economy
of subsistence necess^ to

and oriented to a now
creates a surplus of laboui, given that adequate means 
"reproduce the labour supply" cannot any longer be

Thus, surplus labour finds it necessary

guaranteed after land and cattle assets
to migrate to wage employment

have been expropriated.
part of the migrant's subsistence is drawn 

a wage equal to the
However, sinceto octeln part of its subsistence.

traditional agriculture, the capitalist employer only has to pay
total subsistence requirements and that portion of subsistence requirements

Through this "primitive
from

difference between 
derived from traditional agriculture in the so-called Labour Reserve.

"Accumulation assumes the formthe capitalist sector reaps large profits.accumulation”,
of a labour transfer below its costs of rtproduction

reproduced within the Labour Reserve, which
stock" [of capital] (Clarke,

... So it is the indirect use made of
the socl^a means of subistence, continuousxy

the foundation for accumulation of a large element of the
labour aupplles secured, however.

"restructuring of the asset base" of the labour 
"Asset appropriation and erosion

forms 
1977b, p. 18).

Capitalist penetration
Not only arc short-run

of "disinvestment" and aresults in a process
which leads to their agricultural deterioration.reserves

in asset values, combined with primitive accumulation based on
economy" (Clarke, 1977b, p. 24).

migrant labour, work to reduce 
This, in turn. 

Eventually this process can leadthe productive capacity in the reserve
continued and increased supplies in the long-run.ensures

"structural labour surplus" in the labour reserve.to a
labour supplies principally to political 

arrogatlon of African rural assets Md
Unlike Arrlghl, whose analysis

Thus, Clarke would attribute increasing 
manipulations of the labour supply through the 
concomitant erosion of African agricultural productivity.

Clarke neglects the importance of rising conventions subsistence 
Increasingly required cash to fulfill, on the supply

advanced by Wolpe (1972) that wages

he draws heavily upon.
% requirements of Africans, 

of African wage, labour, 
paid by capitSists will tend to adjust to the 
in the labour reserve in such a way

which

Instead, he holds to the thesis
partial subolstence derived from agriculture 

of income fulfillthat the sum of the two aources
abundant evidence that the conventionalYet, there ishoi-.ic subuictence requirements.

risen considerably over tine, prlncipSlylevel of Uouth Afrlcsui Blacks hassubsistence income
through participation in wage emploj^ent.

agricultural production in the labour reserve is a response 
sector which results in a greater level and intensity of migration. In short, 

the deterioration of Africa, agricultural productivity is both a cause and effect of migration.

Further, Clarke fails to recognise that, in part,
to rising wages in the

declining
industrial

of political measures to generate labour supplies ms
It is.This is not to argue that the use

not an important feature in. the early political economy of South Africa. They were, 
however, to argue that the history of the formation of African labour supplies is more 
Iplex than crark.'s interpretation would suggest. However, let us continue by reviewing

the evidence on the political manipulation of labour supplies. We “‘"j”
effects of the "colour bar- in holding down the wages of administratively induced labour

supplies.
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and the trekker occupation of
eastward expansion of the Rape frontierThe north and Afrlcasi peoplea in those areas

others renainedand Orange Free State left the indigenous
remained in the newly white-owned areas,

there they were able to maintain control of 
strength, treaties and British inter- 

comprised about 7 per cent of

the Transvaal
Many

Natal and Eastern Cape Province;
dispossessed of their land, 
in what is now

combined result of tribal militarythe land - as a
of Union in 1910, African areasAt the timevention.

territorial South Africa, and 60 per cent of the 
The remainder were living on European-owned land,
,„and commission, U.C. P6, 1916). Of those living on white-owned l^d.

This type of arrangement was especially characteristi

African population resided in those areas, 
both occupied and unoccupied (Native

a considerable

portion were sharecroppers.
of the Orange Free State', where only 244 square 

something over 440,000. 
that of "squatting".

reserved for Africans,miles out of 50,000 were
of relationship between AfricansAnother type 

If an African was awhoso numbers were 
and white farmers was

squatter he was required
quantity of labour services to the owner of the property.

for his family's subsistence andto provide each year some 
In return, the tenant war. allowed to raise enough crops

ents: were severely criticised by many, 
served to diminish the supply of

These arrangem 
that such arrangements

few head of stock.perhaps to run a
The basis of their objections was

"free-traffic" in land, which 
that AfricansComplaints were also registered againstAfrican labour, 

permitted 
were using the money

Vhat was happening wasAfricans to purchase land from whites.
agricultural surpluses and working in wage

they had acquired by selling 
employment to buy up white-owned land.

the British High Commissioner, 
common policy on the

Labour utilisation 
attention, and 

basis for legislation that was.

the British defeat of the Boers,In 196i. j'>st after 
Lord Milner, appointed a 
rdationship of Africans and whites in

commission for the purpose of adopting a
all of. colonial southern Africa.

land occupied much of the Commission's
on white farms and free traffic in 
their conclusions and 
in time, to have a substanti.al impact on

recommendations were to provide the
. productivity of African agriculture and, hence, 
industrial and the white agricultural sectors.

traffic in land is illuminated
The

on the supply of African labour to the
with regard to the continuation of freeCommission's opinion 

hy the following excerpt from itr report:

trictlons exclude
"If this process ^es areasr**t^i8*inevitable that at

Europf'Bns from purchasing ^ 4-, Native occupation will beno very distant date the a«ount of land in Native o ^
undesirably extended. -e",“tel“ei«sse” eTpenses small. They
used to be. their wants are few, and t^ir neM^^^
will buy land at prices above it 1 Impossible
and standard of living There will be many administrative
for Europeans tc farm on a sm^ multiplication of a number of
and social difficulties created by the the land of
Native lands TWll^rfar more difficult to prese^e
... ‘

-h. “• >■> *“

of South Africa. It was unanimously recommended that:

not be entirely closed to deserving and progressing individual 
the Native! acquiring land

the

was

aaong
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and resolved:

(a) that the purchase (of land) by Natives should be Halted to 
certain areas to be defined by legislative enactaent;

(b) that purchase of land which may lead to tribal, communal 
Or collective.possession or occupation by Natives should

paragraph 193)•not be permitted" (op.cit • *

With respect to sijuatting and sharecropping, the Commission recommended the strlngeht
enforcement of existing laws agai.-.st squatting, the taxation of Africans living on Crown

It is clear that In this latterlands, and the enforcement of anti-vagrancy laws.
/ recommendation the Commission was responding to those of the white polity who had complained 

/ that the existing institutional arrangements with respect to. African land occupation and
utilisation wore interfering with supplies of cheap African labour.

In 1913 the first Union government responded to the findings and recommendations of 
Commission by enacting the Native Land Act, which stipulated that no African could, 

without special permission of the Governor-General, purchase or hire land in other than 
"scheduled areas", l.e. those traditionally held by Africans as a result of the combined

Alaost without exception^ it was

the

effects of ailltary night, diplomacy and treaties, 
acknowledged by members of parliament that the fraction of land allocated for African

therefore, the bill was passed with the addedoccupation was unjust and inadequate; 
stipulation xnat a commission be created to investigate and recommend what further amountc 
of land should be released for African occupation in order to achieve a more "equitable" 
distribution of land between the two. races. But nearly 25 years passed before any further

Under the Native Trust and Land Act of 1936land was "released" for African occupation, 
provision was made for an additional six per cent of territorial South Africa to bo added 
to the reserve areas and purchased with funds voted by Parliament for that purpose. Parliament,

however, stopped voting funds as of 1940 with the result that, to date, the government has
The market stillpurchased only one-fifth of the land released for African occupation, 

operates in the remainder of the released areas,' although virtually all land is owned by whites. 
The 1936 Act also was severe with respect to squatting and aharecropplngl it caused the 
eviction of many thousands of Africans from white farms and their transfer to the reserve 

their placement as full-time agricultural labour.areas or

Thus, in present day South Africa, the African population owns about 6 per cent of 
the land and cannot legally increase this share beyond 13 per cent* (Seven per cent of thei -

land is in the reserves and the remaining 6 per cent in released Areas). Consequently 
population density has been increasing in the reserve areas, accompanied by fragmentation of

The land allocation under theland holdings, overstocking, noil depletion and erosion.
1913 Act has contributed to falling per capita productivity in agriculture.

The sorry state of agriculture in the African reserves was emphasised by the Tomlison 
Commission, which in 1955 was to conduct an exhaustive enquiry into the condition within the

scheme for their rehabilitation (Report, 1955, >>• XVIII)."Native areas" and suggest a 
The Commission expected that, by planned development, the agricultural sector of the African

At that time there were.reserves could reach a carrying capacity of 2.4 million persons. 
J.6 million Africans domiciled in the reserves.
Africans domiciled iu the reserves.

At present, there are over 0 million

S'
■t:-
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, growing population pressures in the reserves, the undeivdevelop«ent of reserve
, which Increasingly required

to satisfy their

Thus
agriculture and rising conventional subsistence requirenents

help explain the ability of the Chanber and white famera to 
labour demands without having to rely on wage increases.5

cash to fulfill, 
ever-growing

AMD AFRICAN WAGE RATES(2) THE INDUSTRIAL COLOUB BAB

southern Africa and the severe limitation
mmercial

The arrogation of African lands by whites in
the acquisition of land by Africans largely precluded the development of co

rising cash requirements, Africans accordinglyplaced on
agriculture by Africans in South Africa, With

However, the pressure to migrate from overcrowded 
operating to depress real wages in the

took up wage employment and migration.
not the only factorand inaccessible reserves was 

gold-mining industry.
that the integrating effects of uncontrolledIt was in the gold-mining industry 

competitive market forces first threatened to upeet traditional notions of what was supposed 
to be the white nan's work and what was Africans' work. Africans had come to the mines as 
unsophisticated and unskilled industrial workers, but in the short span of a decade were

Heactlng to this aspect of the profitbeing substituted for expensive white labour, 
maximising behaviour of the Chamber of Mines, the Parliament enacted the Mine, and Work

act regulated the issuance of certificates of competency 
restriction that such certificates were not to be

Act in 1911. One section of this
in skilled occupation by imposing the

"coloured persons" in the Transvaal or Free State.
not to be recognised in the Transvaal or

Certificates issued in the
Free State (cf. Doxey,granted to

Cape Province or Natal were 
1961, and Hutt, 1964). Thus, an African who might have received a certificate of competency

Natal would not be able to use it in the former 
where the gold and coal mines of the Chamber's

in the more socially liberal Cape Province or 
Boer Republics of the Transvaal and Free State 
members were located*

With the onslaught of World War 1, the mines were faced with an insufficient n^ber of
With the consent of the ■because of their enlistment in military service.white workers

government and white mineworkers, Africans were
After the war the white miners' union pressed the Chamber to draw the Job

done under what came to be called the

then used in positions previously reserved
for whites, 
colour-line where it at that time existed. This was

inflated costs of mining, combined 
The reaction of

However, within a few yearsStatus Quo Agreement, 191B- 
with a falling price of gold, were 
the Chamber was to broaden the scope of its use

threatening to close marginal mines.
of cheap African labour by placing Africans 

understandably upset that its; White labour wasin Jobs traditionally performed by whites.
being encroached upon by the mines' substitution of black for white 

union and the Chamber over a fixed employmentmonopoly position was 
labour. Negotiations between the miners'

job reservation for whites broke down, precipitating 
the famous Rand strike of 1922. Tor over two months a minor civil war flared on the 
Witwaterarand. Interestingly enough, the slogan of the striking white mine-workers

"workers of the world unite for a White South Africa" (see Walker and W.inbren, 1961,.

ratio «f blacks to whites and over

vae

1. Thousands, of white mine-workers were laid off and replaced with

The Chamber of Mines had won the battle, but the polity was soon to
after the strike the "Fact" government

The strike failed 
African labour.
that the Chamber would lone the war.

ideology (personified by General Hertaog) and British trade unionism

ensure

Two years
Of Afrikaner
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(represented by Creewell) vae ejected (Hertzog beoane Prl.e Minister and Creswell 
Secretary of Labonr). Fro- 1924 onwards the polity was in indisputable oontrjol

the Cha-ber of Mines by enacting tWe Mines and
luld not be

of the -arket.

The Pact gowern-ent i—ediately turned on
Work A-endaent Bill of 1926 which -ade a detailed listing of all Jobs that o<^ 
perfor-ed by Africans. Thus, white labour in the South African gold-ining industry acquired 
a perpetual lease on all jobs designated as white. In addition to securingjjob reservation, 
the white union won its demand that a fired ratio of eight blacks to one wh^ 
should obtain throughout the industry.

te worker

fixed e-ploy-ent ratio ior the pricing
-Black wages 
The growth

The i-plicationa of this "colour bar" and the
African labour in the gold-alning industry should be clear, 

by legislation restricting Africans to jobs of low productivity.
(i) it is a function cf the

and cBploynent of 
are held down
in de-and for African labour is stifled by four factors: 
scarce supply of skilled Whites; (ll) it is li-ited by the inability of the mines to

(iii) because of thesubstitute low-cost-African labour for high-cost white labour; 
colour t.r and fixed employ-ent ratio, output is less than it would be in a competitive 
labour market; and (iv) it leads to the’adoption of black labour-saving techniques of

be reduced (cf. Wilson, 1972).that the use of expensive white labour canproduction so

TWHI-UiLINC LArOlIH IW’ORTive) TOK PKRIOl) OF

of the oouth African economy was under way.Uy 104(1 the forced industrialisation 
nversiflcation of the economy required massive public and private capital.formation.

employment in manufacturing as well
This

investment was reflected in a rapid expansion in
increase in private manufacturing and 

143 per cent and 242 per cent,
as public and private construction. The percentage 
private construction employment between 1950-197Q was 

that for mining was 27 per cent.respectively;

, also associated with rising African wages in 
be discerned from Table 4, in 1955-6 the gold-mining

However,

This large increase in labour demand was 
As can .the newly emerging sectors.

industry offered wages which were equivalent to thoS. offered in manufacturing, 
sith the very rapid rate of growth of manufacturing and other sectorn we find wages offered 
by these sectors rising. Between 1956 and ly75 current average annual earnings in manufacturing 
increased by 925 per cent. In gold-mining, over the same period, current average annual 
earnings rose by 3?1 per cent. Thus, the differs®, in average annual earnings between the 
two sectors Increased from 18 per cent to 147 per cent Over the same period. Agriculture,

which draws heavily on foreign African labour, was also able to maintain its historical 
low wage position. In 1975 wage, in manufacturing were 466 per cent<f those in sgriculture.

differentials caused South African blacks to abandon 
determined from^Table 2, between 1956 and-

Such substantial sectoral wage
As can be-mining employment in great numbers.

1975 South African blacks as a proportion of the mining labour force declined fro- 52 par
decline fro» 165*952cent to 20 per cent- In terms of absolute numbqjp this amounted to a

to 06,172.
r fashion to its increasing inability 

Bather than compete with the secondary and tertiary 
Chamber simply went further outside South Africa 
the Chamber began recruiting "tropical" .Africans.

Chamber of Mines responded in a predictableThe

to secure domestic supplies of Africans-
sectors for domestic African labour, the 
to find its labour force. In particular.

/

'll I AI * I I ~ iitiiillssi i I I I
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These were recruited principally froa Malawi. Tropical Afrlckn labour becane eo iaportant 
to the gold-Bining industry that by 1975, 127,000 or ower 30 per cent of the Chaaber's 
African labour force was recruited froa tropical areas.

Only by use of its recruitaent area size variable was the Chaaber able to aalntaln
Vhereaa aost Southand expand its labour supply without incurring increased wage costs.

African blacks had access to the higher paying secondary and tertiary sectors, foreign blacks
Such awere largely excluded froa thsse sectors by legislative aeasure™ and distance, 

division of the aigraht labour force helps explain the persistence of substantial wage 
differentials between mining and other sectors since, in theory, laboiir coapetltion between 

over time, tends to reduce wage differential between sectors.industries.

(f) SUMMABY

In this section we have learned that actions by the Chaaber of Mines in the African
labour market, in combination with political factors affecting labour supplies, have

The first phase runs froa thegenerated two distinct phases in gold-mining labour supplies.
It is characterised by a aassive increase in the numberturn of the century to around 1940. 

of South African blacks seeking eaployaent in gold-ainlng, despite stagnant money wages and 
declining real earnings^ The second phase begins around 1940 and runs through 1973» 
characterised by a large decrease in the number of■ South African blacks willing to work on

which prevented real earnings froa declining.

It is

the mines, despite a growth in money wages 
This phase is also characterised by very substantial increases in the number of foreign
Africans employed in gold-mining.

explanations of the first phase line in (a) collusion in the African labour market 
by affiliates of the Chamber and Mines, and (b) changes in the African subsistence sector 
which led to increasing cash requirements of the African population while there was a 
concomitant decline in the ability of the African peasantry to secure that cash through 
the production of agricultural surpluses. The second phase, that of an Increasing relative 
reliance on foreign African labour, is ascribed to the ability of the Chamber of Mines to 
extend ite labour recruitment area, thua avoiding wage competition with other sectors'of the 
rapidly expanding t3outh African econony*

11, recent changes IM the DKMAND FbH FORKIGN AFRICAN LABOUH IN SOUTH AFRICA 
AND FOTURE PROSPECTS

The

(a) INTOOCtICTlON

and occupation of foreign Africans inInspection of recent data on the volume, sex 
South Africa indicates substantive changes in all three since the advent of independence
in the migrants' countries of origin in the I96O8. The purpose of this section is to 
investigate the reasons underlying those changes and to explore their implications for 
future foreign labour demand in South Africa, 
its implications for future foreign labour demand is dlrecHy relevant to the development 
strategies.of the labour-exporting countries.

Understanding this process of.change and

ch mgcs in South African legislation have Increasingly and effectively 
relegated foreign blacks to a supplementary supply position vis-i-vis South African blacks. 
Combined with this develoment, there has been rising African unemployment In South Africa.

Hecent

J-'A
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ha» been due to cyclical and stiuctural factors that hare operated on both the deaand 
and enp^y side of the South African black labour earket.

Hot all of the changes in the volunt of foreign migration to South Africa stem from 
deTolopsents within South Africa. Actions by Malawi and Moxambique significantly reduced 

migration to South Africa and forced the gold-mining industry to look at
what has been called the "internalisation" of

their Tolunes of 
its labour supply strategy. The result was
mine labour supplies.

JISTRIBOTION OFSEX COMPOSITION AMD INDUSTRIE.(b) CHANCHS IN THE VOLUME
EOREICH AFBICAMD

the wolume of onploynent of foreign Africans inTable 5 proTides Inlomatlon on 
South Africa since I964.
foreign Africans, especially from Botswana, 
purposes permanent residents of South Africa, 
points in time of a wolume which is partly comprised of "stock", wi*. permanent migrants, 
and partly comprised of a "flow”, wls. temporary migrants.

It is important to bear in mind that an undetermined cumber of these 
Lesotho and Swaziland, are for all practical

Thus, the data give us pictures at various

inspection of the data from Table 5 reveals a considerable decrease in the number of
Between mld-1964 and 1977 the drop wasforeign Africans finding employment In South Africa, 

of the order of 120,000 or 29 per cent. However, these figures understate the impact of
Using Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland as an example.the- decline on supplier countries, 

if we were to assume that the sane 
in South Africa in I964 would have been free to work in South Africa in 1977, then we could 
have expected 558,000 to be employed in South Africa in 197'', rather than 218,000.

proportion of the citizens of those countries who worked

Lesotho and Swaziland in South Africa has declined 
Increase in employment from 1964-1970 followed

Whereas employment from Botswana,
since 1964, the figures for Malawi show an 
by a Slgnlfioant decline. The growth and decline of Malawian onploynent, as well as

is related to changes in these countries' contributions to gold-mining labour
different from those resulting in the Botswana, Lesotho,

Hozembican 
. supplies and reflects causal factors 
Swaziland reductions. These will be discussed separately.

(in contrast to the trends in employment of Africans from 
and Swaziland, Malawi and Mozambique) shows an initial decline from 1964-

(Zamblan figures reflect a 1966 decision 
Combining all other

Tanzania and Kenya), we first see a small

Southern Ithodesla/Zimbabwe
Botswana, Lesotho 
1970 followed by an equal rise between 1970-1977.

not to work in South Africa).by President Kannda that Zambians were 
countries (which are essentially Angola, Namibia, 
rise and then a decline in employment from 1964-1977.

the number of foreign workers one cannot use data on "foreign-bom" Africans
various sources And because recent South-

To detsimlne
because of large discrepancies in numbers from 
African legislation has increasi#y and almost wholly excluded the entry of dependents of

families could be recruited from Botswana,
South Africa (Breytenbach, 1972, p. 42).

foreign.workers. As of July 196J,
Lesotho and Swaziland, nor accompany male recruits to

no women or

servants be recruited from these countries.Neither, after 1966, could any domestic

In I960 a substantial proportion of "foreign-bom" Africans must hxve been dependents
would mve certainly been the ease for Botswana, LesothoThisof employed foreign Africans, 

and Swasiland whose oltlsena found it relatively easy to bring dependents to the locality
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The i960 Census enuaerated soae 
reasonable assumptions, it is unlikely that

' Thirty per cent of "foreign- 
However, according to the 1970 Census,

of their work prior to the legislative changes of 1956-1966. 
586,000 foreign-bom Africans and yet, based on ^

employment of foreign Africans exceeded 410,000 (see Table 6).
born" Africans would have been economically Inactive.

cent of "foreign-bom" Africans were listed as not being economically active
The reduction in the number of dependents

only 7 per
fropulation Cefasus. [02-05-Ol], Pretoria, 1971).

thi objectives of South African legislation over that period.
foreign employees from bringing their faidlies to the locality of

The welfare
was one of
implications of prohibit?ng 
their work need no elaboration.

It iscomposition of migration since 1970 is not available, 
undoubtedly the case, however, that the forces which gave rise to the changes in sex 
composition of migration between i960 and 1970 have continued to operate.

there have been further absolute and relative declines in the

Data on the sex

It could be
expected that up to the present 
number of foreign African females migrating to South Africa.

of migrants changed substantially over recent years, but
In fact, it appears that

Thus, not only has the volume
composition of that migration has been radically altered.

great proportion of the decline in the volume of migration
the sex
women migrants have borne a very 
to South Africa over this period, .

distribution of foreign Africans is provided by Table 7. 
trend - an increasing concentration of foreign 
decline in non-mining employment since I964.

Information on the industrial 
The information clearly indicates a basic
Africans in mining emploj’ment .and a large 
Between I964 and 1978 total employment of foreign Africans decreased by one third from 
484,000 to 527,000. However, over the same period nonamining employment decreased by

cent of. total foreignThus, whereas in I964 mining accounted for 58 pertwo-thirds.

African employment, today it accounts for about 80 per cent of tlicf total*

Undoubtedly, mining has become the most Important employer of foreign African labour since 
1964. In fact. South African mining, in general, relies heavily on foreign African labour.
In 1964, more than half of all African miners were foreigners while in 1978 the figure was

the total non-agricultural African workforce, foreignersaround 45 per cent. With regard to 
accounted for 14 per cent of African employment in I964 and 9 per cent in 1978.

DBIAND FOR yOREIGM AI'RICANS(c) detehminahts ot' changing pattkrhs of

to an extent, interrelated determinants of 
The first explanation la to be found in

There are essentially three substantive and.
the recent changes in the demand pattern.

fundamentally altered the legal status of foreign Africans vis-i-vis
particularly those Africans from Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland, 

the South African black labour market and changes within

legislation which has 
employment in South Africa, /
Secondly, changing conditions in

need for South African industry to rely onthe South African "homelands", have reduced the
much of the change in the volume of foreign Africanforeign African labour. Thirdly, 

employment was forced upon South Africa by actions on the supply side of labour market by
Malawi and Mozambique.
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BOOTH M’RTCAH iKGISLA'I'IVE CHANGES(a) THE IMPACT OF

The Charming Legal Status of Migrants froni Botswana. Lesotho and Swaziland; 
An Alie^tloi; of Historical Rights

statutory difference between South African 
AH Africans from Botswana, 

draconian- laws controlling the noyements 
between the then High Commission Territories and South

rUntil the 1960s there was practically nc
Africans and those from'Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland.
Lesotho and Swaziland were subject to the seme 
of blacks. So open were the borders

that it has been estimated that between 1911-1956 some 262,000 Basotho were permanently 
South Africa (Leistner, 1967, P. 4).

Africa 
absorbed into

Prior to mid-1960s, unrecruited Africans from Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland seeking 
in South Africa either found their own way, obtaining necessary documentation after they

District Labour Office in order to obtain a "pass" 
recruited Africans from these countries were not 
recruits after the completion of their contract, 

from Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland used the mines as

work

found employment, or registered with a 
to seek employment.^ Also, those who : 
legally required to repatriate their 
a result, many Africans 
employment in the higher paying industrial and tertiary sectors.

Aa

an ayenua to

In 1958, probably as a result of the realisation by the Nationalist Party that the 
British Labour Party would not allow the incorporation of Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland

from these countries were declaredinto South Africa as originally planned, Africans 
prohibited immigrants. The Bantu Laws Amendment Act No. 76 of 1963 prohibited Africans

Swaziland from entering South Africa except for work in specifiedfrom Botswana, Lesotho and
- essentially mining and agriculture. The Aliens Contrcl Act No. 30 of 1963

trayel document issuedIndustries
made it an offence for any such citizen to enter South Africa without a

country, which meant that they could no longer obtain South African trayel dccuments.
extended to 1966). In addition toby his own

(The deadline for the issuance of passport was, howeyer,
of .1963 employers entering serylce contracts with Africans from Botswana,this legislation, as 

Lesotho and Swaziland had to undertake their repatriation.

Africans from Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland into SouthThus, after I963-66 entry of 
Africa was seyerly circumscribed, 
did not take place after this date, 
considerably the leyel of migration, to alter its sex composition a^ to narrow its industrial

This is not to argue that much "clandestine migration"
effect of this leglslakon has been to reduceYet, the

iiyersity.

The South African Census of I960 estimated the number of Africans from Botswana, 
in South Africa at 295,100 (Table 6). This amounted to 

approximately 20 per cent of the estimated combined population of Botswana, Lesotho and 
Bwaziland in i960. In its report the Froneman Committee claimed that 431.000 Africans from 

in South Africa in 1960.'^ Thus, based on the Froneman Committee's

Lesotho ar^ Swaziland residing

these countries were
estimate, the percentage of the population from Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland residing in

estimated that 219»000Africa in i960 would haye been 20 per cent. In 1970 it was
in South Africa (Table 6). As percentage of the combined 

this amounted to about 11 per cent. If one were to 
combined workforce which migrated to South Africa 

to migrate in 1970, then (based on the more belieyable 
of foreign Africane in South Africa in i960) the numbers

South

Africans from these countries were 
1970 population of the three countries.

proportion of thapresume that the same
in i960 felt compelled and were free
Froneman Committee’s estimates
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enumerated in 1970 would have been 584,000. It seema fair to say that, withoutof migrants
immigration restrictions, and given the progressively deteriorating rural conditions in 
Botswana, Swaziland and especially Lesotho over this time, the number of citizens of those 
countries which would have chosen migration would have certainly been at least 584,000, and
probably much greater.

Inspection of changes in Lesotho's rate of population growth between various censuses
Between 19>6-1956 popiaation growth in Lesotho averagedis also revealing in this regard*

0.7 per cent per annum. Between 1956-66 the average annual rate of growth was 2.9 per cent 
(IBHL, 1975). Although the usual caveat applies with regard to population data, the difference

It can be deduced from this differencebetween these two growth rates is quite considerable.
that between I956-I956 considerable numbers of Basotho were permanently absorbed in South Africa.

population growth between 1956-1966 must in. part be explained by 1952-1963 
South African "pass" legislation which made It increasingly difficult for Africans from
The large increase in

Lesotho and Swaziland to settle in South Africa.Botswana,

It would app-’ar that the radical change in the status of Africans from Botswana, 
J.esotho and Swaziland as regards employment in South Africa, and corresponding legislation

partly responsible for the reduced numbers from■ controlling their movements, is at least 
those countries able to obtain employment in South Africa, as indicated in Table 5.

Business as PsualMalawi and Mozambicne Pre-1974 Migration;.

Consequently,of Malawi and Mozambique have always been "prohibited immigrants".Citizens
they have never been permitted to seek work in South \frioa on their own initiative.

these countries have always had to repatriate contracted workersEmployers of labour from
completion of their contract, unless that contract was extended and the extensionupon

conformed to legislation regarding maximum length of stay.

the Government of Nyasaland (Malawi) and 
Labour Association (WNLA) under which WBLA was given permission to 

At that time no other South African 
Initially, the agreement provided for an annual 

contracts with an option to extend for eix months, 
increased to 12,750 and continued to rise over time. By 1973

In 1936 an agreement was concluded between 
the Witwatersrand Native
recruit labour for work in South African mines, 
industry was allowed to recruit in Malawi, 
quota of 8,000 recruits on one year 
In 1946 the annual quota was 
over 120,000 Malawians were employed on the gold mines.

Interestingly, whereas Africans from Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland were after 1963
"specified industries", namely agriculture and mining, Malawians

The 1967
re'.^ated to employment in

in 1967 given the opportunity to enter a wide spectrum of occupations.
aimed at increasing employment of Malawians in diverse sectors

e
were

inter-governmental agreement
of the South African economy, provided that a shortage of Indigenous labour existed.

found employment outside the mining industry, by 1970, 23,r00 
number of Malawians working in South Africa, found

Whereas

in i960 virtually no Malawians 
Malawians, comprising'22 per cent of the 
employment outside mining, 
labour, and given increasing unemployment in South Africa, this number has almost certainly

Yet, because of the supplementary character of foreign migrant

declined since 1970.

'.v-!

,1- .
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1902, WNLA managed to obtain a monopoly from the
The 1902 agreement was revised 

This latter
In the year of its formationy

authorities for recruiting Mosamhlean Arrlcans.
culminated In the Kosamblque Convention of 1928.

recruitment of 65,000 per year and a marlmum level of 
concluded with the Portuguese authorities with

WNLA still remained the only South

Portuguese

occasions andon numerous 
agreement specified a minimum level of 
100,000. 
regard to the

In 1964 another agreement was
recruitment of Mozambican labour by WNLA.

(Breytenbach, 1972^.which could recruit In Mozambique
prohibited except for mines affilJatod

to 1956 recruitment of Kozambioan labour was
aa of 1 July 1956, any South African employer (except employern 

and domectic serviceB) could use Mozambican labour but

undertaken by agents in

Prior

kith the Ohioxber,
in the ttentern Capo, manufacturing
ootUd not itself recruit that labour. Bather, recruitment was , , ,

behalf of South African employers. Although after 1956 the employment
positive impact on

However,

Itozambique on
bican labour outside gold-mining became legal, it was not to have a

number of Mozambicans employed outsidellOZSB
Between I960 and 1970 theoccupational divercity.

of goia-:'.lning declined in both relative and abmolute terms.
affected nrrlcultural enterpriser In border areas and legalised what had been going o

In reality, the 1956 legislation

only 
for decades.

anolB reflected In the KronemnnThe legislation emanating from the foreign African pai^
Ittee-s recommendations has undoubtedly caused a severf short-run reduction in the

That reduction continues today and derivesComm
current welfare of the labour-exporting countries.
from two interrelated factors. First, with the 1965-66 legislation, the South African 

serious about the "supplementary" nature of foreign African labour. 
South African blacks has been on the rise.

authorities became Tears of frequent
As the GovernmentSecondly, unemployment smong

sectoral labour shortages in South Africa are giving way to labour surpluses.
implloatlons of this growing labour surplusaccords a preference to South Africans, the

Africa for the labour-exporting countries is obvious.within South
SOUTH AFRICAN LABOUH HABKET(2) CHANGING COHUITIOHS IN THH

in the preceding discussion the "supplementary" nature of foreign Africans was
. African blacks get first preference for employment, 

firm wanting to employ foreign blacks has to seek
That office has to be

emphasised. In theory, domestic South
Excepting the Chamber of Mines, any

relevant government labour office in South Africa.
available before it will issue a "no objection"approval of the

aatiofied that no Sooth African workers are
Under thcor legal provisionc it becomcc apparent that conditions in the -ou

volume and characteristics of foreignnotJ ce.
African 
African migrants.

black labour market have a bearing on the
Let us now review these conditions.

South Africa and the Demand for Foreign LabourCyclical Unemnlovment in
Severe balance of payments

South Africa has been suffering from a recession since 1974. 
difficulties, due in part to politically motivated capital flight. «.d continuing inflation 

met by conservative monetary and fiscal policy. These constraints have
have been
exacerbated the employment situation.

under these circumstances we could expect a rise in the rate of unemplojns.nt amongst 
South African blacks. Both official statistic, on unemployment and other lnd.|«ndent 
atudies of African unemployment present st«,ng evidence of a rising rate of African
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unemployment in the last fev years. (The official estimates in the South African Bulletin 
of Statistics undoubtedly understate the level of black unemployment.

accurately South African unemployment! see Slnkins. 1976?
For recent

attempts trying to estimate more 
Knight, 1976; and Loots, 1976).

To an extent, the recession and its concomitant black unemployment must be viewed as one 
factor underlying the decline in the volume of foreign migration. Moreover, given the mining 
companies are not subject to the "no objection" procedures of the labour bureaux, it becomes 

• evident that this fact, combined with the recession's implications for foreign migration, to 
a large extent explains the recent narrowing of the occupational distribution of foreign 
migrants.

y
Structural Unemployment in South Africa and the Demand for Foreign Labour -1
It could be argued that if the African unemployment rate were brought down to its past 

ns a result of a cyclical upswing, then demand for foreign African workers would ■ ’.jI
■ saverage,

be rovlvnd. According to this line of reasoning, not only would the volume of employment 1
■-y

of foreign Africans increase, but its occupational distribution and sox composition could 
begin to reflect the migration patterns prevailing in the 1960s.

Such an argument implicitly assumes that rising African unemployment in South Africa
Yet, it has been suggestedduring the 1970a is essentially short-run cyclical unemployment, 

that the unemployment rate in South Africa has shown a secular rise. A proportion of the 
rise in the unemployment rate over recent years can be attributed to growing stzmctural 
unemployment which will not be easily mitigated by short-run expansionary forces (see 
Simkins, 1976; Legassick, 1974: and more recently Clarke, 1977b).

Structural unemployment and underemployment have manifold sources. First, and' peAaps
"homeland" areas 

the "homelands" in the 19608 (of.
foremost, past legislation restricting African agricultural holdings to 
and the removal of many African s from "white" areas 
Desmond, 1971) has greatly increased population/land and labour/land ratios in the "homelands". 
In view of the lack,of development of "homeland" agriculture (which is itself a result of 
complex sbcio-politlco-economlc factors), the rising labour/land ratio has reduced 
agrioultaral productivity per capita and has resulted in increases in the proportion of 
the African labour force finding it necessary to migrate in search of wage employment. This

Secondly, and something which appearsis a standard argument and is undoubtedly quite valid, 
to have been disregarded in most studies related to this question, African conventional 
subsistence levels have risen considerably over the last few decades, beyond levels necesssry

Africansfor basic physiological requirements essential to "reproduce the labour supply".. 
have come to expect higher standards of living. But given the manifest inability of the 
"homelands" agriculture to develop, fnis has necessitated a higher rate of migration.

rates in all sectors of the South African economy have increased the monetary
Thirdly,

rising wage
rew^ds of migration while concomitantly making owner-agriculture labour relatively less

in the relative returns to time spent in wage employment and timeattractive. Such changes 
spent in agriculture have undoubtedly exerted an upward pressure on the supply of labour 
wanting to take up wage employment.

these structural changes in the African labour market is to make the supply 
of African labour increase at a rate which exceeds the natural rate of increase in the labour 
supply. - - -

The effect of

ii I '
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Th*r« ai* al»o atructaral factors which have come to bear on the demand side of the labour
reduce the rate of growth or demand for 

resulted in increases in the capital/African labour
market which have operated in such a way as to
African labour. Kaaentially, these have

Firstly, the migrant labour system has been inimical to the formation of the manyratio•
types of skills needed in modem industry. The system has given rise to a relatively high 
rate of turnover of African employees and extended periods of voluntary unemployment. In

served to exclude Africans from access to many skilledaddition, the industrial colour bar has
oocupationa. This contrived shortage of skilled labour has impeded the development of 
skilled labour-intensive industries (e.g. machine tools manufacturing, and engineering and 
fabrication) which could have augmented growth in labour demand, 
of modern manufacturing are such ac to encourage the adoption of technologies and processes

Often, this is most easily achieved by mechanised

Secondly, the imperatives

which maintain uniform quality of product.
production procecses as opposed to labour-intensive capital-saving proc 
;'outh African industry has hod to rely on imported technology purchased from Countries whose

. This reliance

. Thirdly,

factor endowments dictate relatively capital-intensive production proo 
must, to some extent, be a result, of South Africa’s
techniques for the reasons outlined above which have prevented the development of skilled 
labour-intensive industries.

failure to develop its own alternative

been and continues to be a combination of factors working on the demand 
market to generate growing structural unemployment in South

Thus, there has
and supply side of the labour

. Given the supplementary nature of foreltn African labour, the declining demand for 
this labour in South Africa and the changes in its occupational distribution becomes under-

to whether future growth in labour

Africa

Further, it becomes highly problematical asstandable.

demand will ever be sufficient to reverse the trend of decreasing foreign labour demand.

REDUCTIOHS SINCF. 1974(}) MALAWI AMD MOZAMBIttUL SUPPLY

developments internal to South Africa which have resulted
nowever, there have been coneiderab?.e

We hove been concentrating on
■ in reductions in the demand for foreign African labour.

the supply side of the foreign African labour market which have been imposed on
altered both the volume and sources cf foreign labour supplies.

changes on
South Africa. These changes have 
This has particularly affected the gold-mining industry (see Table 8).

In April 1974 a plane carrying Malawian recruits for the gold mines crashed in
Life-President Banda of Malawi reacted by

In the course of the next
' Franclstown, Botswana, killing 74 recruits.
prohibiting further South African recruitment of Malawian labour, 
two years, practically all Malawians employed by the South African mines returned to their
country.

which supplied the gold-mining Industry with 25
At ■}! December 1975, 

Such numbers peimitted the

The sudden Ions of a labour reserve
cent of its African labour input had significant repercussions, 

the gold-m’ning industry was employing 422,181 African workers', 
industry to work at maximum capacity and, given the cost structure of the industxy, most 
profitably. However, one year later the industry employed 364,658 African workers. Only

numbers off development work and putting them on to current production

per

by piulling substantial 
was the industry saved from very serious disruption and signlfloant financial losses.

, price of gold of 65 per cent in 1974 certainly helped 
associated with decreased labour inputs. If the price

Also, a significant Increase in the 
compensate for the cost increases l

U'
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.- ■ iiton of ore milled would hawe 
ton of R13.42. However, the large 
ton In that year to he recorded

remained at ita 1973 level, then working profit perof gold had
beer. R7.70 in 1974, compared with a 1973 working profit per 

in gold prices in 1974 permitted working profit per
Annual Report. 1974)•

' j

increase
at RJ1.52 (South African Chamber of Mines,

The point to be emphasised is the significant contribution which Malawian labour made
It took the gold-miningto the gold-mining industry by virtue of their large numbers.

to close the supply gap created by the withdrawal of Malawianindustry at least two years 
workers .

labour in South Africa was similarly affected when.The volume and origin of foreign
relinquished Mosambique to the strongly socialist-oriented Frelimo.

South Africa has been viewed by Frelimo as inconsistent 
taken by the new Mozambique Government

ir. 1974, Portugal
The export of labour to apartheid 
with self-reliant socialist development. .

the turmoil following defeat of the Portuguese have served to reduce the supply of labour . •
be seen from Tables, after a time lag.

Actions

and
emanating from that country to South Africa. As can 

radical drop in the number of Mozambicans contracted to work on the gold mines, 
decreased demand by the Chamber of Minesthere was a

However, part of this reduction is a reflection of a 
It sfeems readily apparent from the Chamber's viewpoint that it would 

■ Also contributing to thefor Mozambique labour.
not want to rely heavily on such aii insecure source of labour.

the South African Government's decision 
of the Central Bank)

Chamber's reduced demand for Mozambique labour was
individual mines (rather than the pooled resourcesin 1977 to make the

responsible for the gold to be transferred to Maputo to cover
obvious disincentive for employing Mozambicans until the special

the deferred pay of Mozambican

This became anminers.

gold agreement was ended in 1977.

"IIITFRRAHSATION'' FOR FOREIGN SOPPUgtS(d) THE IMPLICATIONS OF

(1) BACKGI'OUND TO "IHTERtiALISATION"

newly introduced uncertainty surroundingThe "supply side" actions by Malawi and the
supplies forced the Chamber of Mines to adopt a

labour supplies from within South Africa.
been a lengthy debate in the industry over internalisation prior to the 1974 changes.

gold-mining groups, in particular Anglo-American, were arming
The main

policy of "internalisation", i.e. — 
Admittedly, there hadMozambican

increasingly to draw its

In the late 1960s the "rich"
for internalisation and the black wag. increases necessary to effect such a policy.

making itself strategically vulnerable by
thrust of fheir argument was that the industry was 
relying increasingly upon foreign labour supplies, 
would require substantial African wage rises, ^
levels in gold-mining and other sectors. The mine, with relatively low grade ore hotly ^

their financial viability threatened. However, the 
oet of events such that one prone to belief 

bn the side of the gold-mining

Of course,' the reversal of this trend
given the very large differences between wage

opposed wage increases because they saw
to bo resolved for the Chamber by a 
intervention could but conclude that the gods were

debate was 
in divine 
industry.

conslderaUe supply gap which was not to be filled until well 
surrounding Mozambique placed great doubts in the 

reliability of future supplies from that country.

Malawi's action created a 
into 1976. The political uncertainty
Chamber's collective mind as to the . rnffeot
the industry was virtually forced to internalise, The policy instrument it wielded to effect

Thus,

i. '
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\
Noainal African earning (annualincraasas (saa Tabla }).intamaiiaation aaa, of coaraa, wa«a 

araragaa) quadruplad and raal aamin*. trablad ainca 1972. par-lttad tha indu.try to i.posa
itsalf auch large Incraaaea in production coata wftioh ware ao atranuoualy oppoaed aaaaral

in the price of gold (aaa Tabla 9).
upon
years

Since
earlier? Ciuite siaply incredibly large rices

cllabed fro* lass than RAO to wall over HlOO in the aiddle1972 the price per fine ounce has 
of the decade and still higher subsequently. This pushed up profits par African aaployea from 
about Rl.OOO at the beginning of the 1970s to HA.OOO in later year., even taking into account

period Csae Stahl and BBhning, 1979. P* 46).the large rises in African wages over the same
interestingly, the wage increa.ec up to 1974 were associated with virtually no increase 

in the number of South African blacks taking up mine employment. Reflecting on this fact in 
light of the Malawi-Mosambique supply reductions, the Chsmber must have been in a quandary.

to occur which mere to "bail out" the gold-mining industry. The

to manifest itself in growing black unemploy-

the
Again, however, events were
Continuing recession in South Africr. was beginning

beginning to do for the gold-mining Industry what the 1972-4
number of South African blacks taking up the least desired 

continues in spite of the very much

ment. This unenployment was
increase could not - increase thewage

The situationoccupation in South Africa, gold-mining, 
smaller increase in wages since 1976 (Table 3). According to the South African St^ "the

an almost embarrassing flood,* of black work-seekers owingmining industry is experiencing * 
to rising unemployment" (18 March 1978). The paper reports the Chamber aa saying that It a

ainly be attributed to the current economic recessionobvious that this oversupply of labour can m ^ .
in South Africa which has led to growing unemployment and a shortage of Job opportunities in

most sectors".
CHANCING ORICIM OF FOREIGN LABOUR(2) "INTraNALISATION" AND TRK

The impact of the Chamber's Internalisation policy cn the volume «.d origin of foreign 
African labour employed in South Africa reflects the forced character of that internalisation 

As can be seen from Table 0, the volume of foreign African labour employed by
from 335,900 to 203,500.process.

affiliates of the Chamber declined sharply over the period 1973-77 -
accounting for the brunt of this reduction wore Malawi and Kosambique. .

Predictably, the countries 
Between June 1974 and December 1975 the decline in the number of Malawians was approximate y 
110,000. Fortunately, for the Chamber, the decline in the number of Mosamblcsn workers 

the Malawian wlthdrawalj otherwise, the supply gap 
fr,B 422.200 in December 1973 to 365.500 one year later would have been even

In fact, the reduction in numbers

indicated.by, the fall in
not coincide with
total employment

adversely affecting profit rates in the industry, 
did not commence until 1976.

„ greater. at 31 December 1975 there were 118,030 
they numbered 72,515, and by the end of

Whereasfrom Mozambique 
Mozambicans employed in the mines, at 30 June 1976 

had declined to 48,565.
:
I- 1976 the number

been offset, to some extent. 
In 1975 these countries[ : ■ labour supplies from Malawi and Mozambique have

......
Jl.........u nu ...™

fro. Southern Hhodesla/Zlebabwe. In 1975 thl. po.itlon was reversed leading to a rapid
oovBt:ry (cf# Claric** 1978)*

The decline in

;

lahonr

increase in the number of Africans from that

4;
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JIt Should he noted that in 1977 the Ch«.her arrived at a*r.-.nt
again to obtain labour supplies free Malawi (BShnlng, 1977)* a

17,600 aen from Malawi were saployed la the nines.
around 20,000 (Clarke, 1977*. p.24).

,■

Government which permits it once
reported that at the end of 1977 aoae

will stabilise for some time at
•1

It was
It is expected that this figure

REGARD TO "IllTERHALISATICll"(5) t.tkrt.y fctdre developmemts with

the gold-mining industry is at present by far the largest employer of foreign 
African labour, the current welfare of the labour-exporting countries is inextricably bound 

internalisation i»llcy of the Chamber of Mines. Two questions which loo- large
internalisation and over what length of tine.

internalisation target (Clarke, 
realised by the first quarter

Given

up with the 
are how far does the Chamber intend to pursue

The Chamber is on record as assigning itself a 50 per cent

0^977!* ol^yeariltlri^ursrpcr cenrof the 421.000 Africans -ployed on^the nine, were
South Africa (including the Transkei and Bophuthatsvana) (Mining Survey. Supplement

At the same tine it was claimed that the
(The Star. 18 March 1978).

was

froB within
to [South African], Financial Mail, 28 July 1978).

"considerable numbers" of black work-seekers
mines were turning away

"fit" South African blacks, then several things 
First, the Chamber mxwt be turning away 

Bence, it might be
That is to ■

If the Chamber is in fact turning away 
are implied which bear upon future internalisation. ^

South African "novices" in preference for experienced foreign miners.
the Chamber has internalised as ?ar as it intends for the et;ort-nm.

experienced foreign miners with novice South Africans.
dislocations and inefficiencies suffered by 

During this period the

argued that
say, it no longer intends to replace 
Thh stratety makes economic sense in light of the

internalisation between 1975 and 1976.
dramatically (see Table 10). Specifically, thio was a reflection 

and greater numbers of medical rejects. In

reflection of a less stable labour supply which manifested, itself in less
, for the next few years at least, the present level

the industry during rapid 
turnover of African labour rose

broken contractsof shorter contracts, many more

general, it was a 
efficiency and hence greater costs. Thus

African labour is likely to remain steady. ,of demand for foreign
South Africa, it is most likely that the 

Hence, oyer tine.
Second, given ihe oversupply of novices in 

fh.amber, as stated, will give then preference over foreign novices, 
as expe;ienced foreign mineworkers retire they will be replaced by 
Without an exceptionally strong ard extended economic recovery in Gouth Afric, 
that the level of demand for foreign labour, will ever return

to its pre-intemalisation levels

substituting local for foreign labour over tine, the gold-mining industry
According- In addition to 

is attempting to mechanise production, thus
1975 Fresldent of the fhamber of Mines:

reducing its overall labour demand.

to the
"A Iromramne of research and develoiment with emphasis on the

recruitment areas and to safe^^d that a reduction
rn’’faL^“de“p:nrei.^ :i*rbrin%h“‘’b:;t interests of the gold-mining industry". 
(Schunan, 1975, p. 4).

source •

new
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the Induotry le aueceesful in ■echanleinf; .tspects of the pxodtictlon process, labour will 
■est likelr bo displaced. One eieht speculate that foreign woricers would Boat likely be the first 
to find that they cr-nnot obtain further contracts on the gold Bines.
that the greater skill requlroBents that tend to go with Bochanisation (Bardill et al..

Bight fawour erperienced foreign Biners.

This in spite of the fact 
1977)

Finally, these deweloiBents Bust be wiewed in the light of a projected incipient decline
It is estinated that eBployaont in the industry will decline 

Estiaates of future eBployaent in
in gold^production beginning in 1980. 
to 148,000 or less by the year 2000 (Proaberger, 1979). 
other sectors of the aining industry leare little hope that their expansion would be sufficient
to aaintain even current levels of foreign African labour deaand.

Evidence also indicates that coBaercial agriculture, once a Bajor eaployer of foreign
As a result of Bechanis- 

It is possible, but not -
African labour, reached its eBployaent peak at the end of the 1960s. 
ation and other changes, employnent in that Industry will decline, 
likely, that opportunities for foreign Bigrants would spring up slsewhere in the Beantine.

Thus, the prospects for increased labour exports are disaal, and it is Boat likely that denand 
for foreign labour will decline. However, soBe countries Bay be subjected to greater reductions 
than others. The distribution of the industry's deaand across supplier states is not easily 
clarified. It will be Influenced by political factors as well os variations in recrultuent costs.

(e) roNCl.DL'IOPS

We have attempted to explain recent substantive changes in international Bigration patterns 
southern Africa and to explore the iopllcatlon of those changes for future migration.. within

Abstracting from the Malawi and Mozambique supply-side actions, it is abundantly evident
----- -that recent developBents in Couth Africa have been responsible for.the large reductions in foreign

labour demand in South Africa, as well as substantial changes in the sex coBpSBition of Bigration 
and its occupational diversity, These changes can be attributed to: (i) growing cyclical and 
structural uneBployBent in South Africa, and (ii) legislative changes which have increasingly 

■ and effectively relegated foreign blacks to the position of being a labour supply supplsBontary
Given the structural nature of an increasing aBountto the South African black labour force, 

of South African black uneBployaent and declining future enployment prospects in prlBary ^ 
industries, it is unlikely that demand for foreign African labour will return to past levels. 
In fact, assuaing that the supplier states can do nothl..g to control future denand for their \ 
labour, that dcBand will most likely continue to nubsldo.

What ar.» the iBplications of these past and likely future changes in the South African
The goveimBents of those supplier states have lit-^labour narkct for the supplier states? 

choice but to becoBe serious with rospecr to designing and laplSBenting developmen^trategles 
which will generate greatly Increased enployment opportunities, both ur rual. Total

• \^__ coBBitaent to comprehenalv*. develoiment has becoBe imperative.

There is Buch which can be done to generate local eaployBsnt opportunities in the present 
Agriculture can be diversified toward Bore labour-intensive crops of high

Crops can be introduced which have forward
? ; Itlnkages in terBS of prooessing. Anlnal products such as wool, Bohslr and hides can be looally 
fT' processed and transformed final consumer products. For exsmple, the Botswsna snd Lesotho
E . weavers produce beautiful B^yWr and wool carpets and weavings, and yet import all of their

supplier states.
Butritlonal value with large yields per hectare.
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Although Botswana slaughters hundreds of thousandswool and mohair inputs from South Africa.
the valuable hides. Leather for Botswana's 

Much labour time can be
of cattle each year, no factory erists to process
growing leather handicrafts industry is imported from South Africa, 
productively employed in infrastructural projects in towns and vlllagea.
land is unutilised and virtually all is under-utilised. Many workers could be productively

thorn-bush and other scrub from potentially productive land. Hills in Lesotho's 
uncultivable for the purpose of growing traditional

In Botswana muoh

employed clearing 
village areas, which are presently deemed

combined with productive soil and the terraces
olive trees whose oil could bo locally 

led to provide 
Pish oould bo planted

could be terraced with the many rocks nowcrops,
could undoubtedly support vine crops, fruit trees or even

nnd small and large rivers in Lesotho could be diprocessed. The many creeks 
reserve water for : 
and harvested in such reservoirs.

irrigation of vines and fruit trees in periods of drought.

innumerable small and largo projects which
But this isEmploying imagination and initiative there are 

could pay for themselves and employ much labour in their creation and maintenance.
the governments should be the.national employer of tens of thousands of wage labourers

being of longer-run benefit to themselves.not to say
working on projects which the workers cannot envisage as 
Plans and projects must t j decided upon at the village level.
in their living conditions are a direct result of decisl<int which they individually end

People must s*e that iaprovementa

collectively make. The Governments must assume the role of a provider of information as to 
projects which can be done and how they can be done. TTet, information should flow both ways. 
The village should be able to tell the Government what it thinks needs to be done and how it
slwuXd ba done*

Yet,the constraint of eristing institutional structures.
Land tenure systems need to become

Much can be achieved within
achieved where these structures can be improved.

development of certain types of crops, e.g. fruit trees and vine 
current investments of labour time and future

iP'^re can be
flexible to permit communal 

products, with future individual rewards based on
more

labour inputs into cultivation.
the mazimum numberThe functional allocation of currently communal grazing lands, as well as

Individuals should be permittedof cattle per household, should be decided by the village.
to withhold their personal land from communal winter grazing if they intend to crop it. 
should be allowed to fence their land if the household undertaking the fencing reduces its 
cattle holding to compensate for the loss of communal winter grazing.

Individuals

"safety valve", the governments of presentIn short, with the loss of the labour-export 
labour-exporting countries must become effectively committed to the implementation of a development 
strategy aimed at satisfying the basic needs of their citizens. In particular this will 
pursuing a development strategy which will benefit the broad masses. That, in turn, implies 
meanlngfiil broadly baaed rujial development.

mean

V • J
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\ ■\ •.
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1 vin addition to absorbing huge quantities of labour, the industry also attracted aassive
led from Britain, withSMunts of capital into South Africa. Foreign investaent mainly at

ooalng also frosi Prance and Ceiaany, From the period 1887-1932, the industry absorbed 
R296,000,000 (Frankel, I967, pp. 88-9). The importance of foreign capital in the development 

of the mining industry is highlighted by the fact that, over the same period, roughly 75 per cent

some
over

of the dividends paid by the gold-mining industry went to overseas investors.

Ordinarily, to attrect more workers a monopsonist must pay a higher wage.
the additional choice variable of recruitment area size in its quest for

But the2

Chamber could now use
Qnder normal circumstances it would have had to increase wages

But by Incurring
the optimum amount of labour, 
continually in order to attract workers at increasing distances from its location.
the eypense of the workers' travel, the Chamber could exercise its power with respect to

Woidccrs- residing farther away could receive the same wage as those nearer. price discrimination, 
the gold mines but, implicitly, would receive a higher subsidy to offset the expense of
trav'-lling farther.

It should be noted that the failure of the reserves to develop agriculturally is not
a reflection of increasing population pressures in combination with customary land tenure

5
purely
systems. One of the principal reasons for their failure to develop was their inability to

Lesotho, a long-term exporter of labour to thecompete with heavily subsidised white farmers.
mines, also suffered from the subsidised development of white agriculture, 
development of white agriculture, that country was a net exporter of grain, 
its comparative advantage, but a continued need for cash, it had to increasingly rely on migrant 
labour. In Swaziland and Botswana the virtual confiscation of prime agricultural land also

Before the aided 
With a loss of

the ability of the peasantry to satisfy conventional subsistence requirements throughreduced 
agricultural production.

4 For the purpose of simplification, data on migration from Botswana, Lesotno and Swaziland has 
been combined.
separately will not alter the analysis or conclusion.

As the story unfolds it will become evident that treating them jointly or

As of ,30 June 1964, total employment of foreign Africans was 497,000, 
assumption is that employment growth of foreign Africans from 1960-1964 was around 5 per cent 

Given the rapid expansion of the South African economy over this period and the

Hence, the Implicit
5

per year.
fact that controls over Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland Africans were not reaUy consolidated
until thlo would, appear to be .a defensible estimate*

After 19'>2 foreign Africans, as domestic Africans, found their movement into employr'-.nt
After

b
circumscribed by strict enforcement of urban Influx control legislation.in urban areas

this tine labour bureaux were set up and Africans from Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland, as well 
as domestic Africans, had to obtain permits from District or Local Labour Bureaux to seek work in
urban or proclaimed areas. The legislation giving rise to further "Influx control" was the 
Bantu (Abolition of Passes and Co-ordination of Documents) Act 67 of 1952.

believed the discrepancy between its estimates and those of the Census7 The Froneman Committee 
was due to
Committee "pointed out 
the High Commission Territories

foreign Africans concealing their true origins during the 1950 Census.
that urban Influx control regulations beoams applicable to Africans from

The

for the first tine after 1952 and that this could have prompted
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rear that the system would be extendedconceal their Identity out of 
to rural areas". (See Owen, 1964, P«5)«

foreirn Africans tomany

South Africa Relating to the Employmentt.hB Government of Malawi and
Nationals in South Africa. 10 May 19678 Agreement between______

and Documentation of Halcwia^

(Breytenbach, 1972).into effect on 1 October 1967-This agreement came
indeed, the General Manager of the Chamber's recruitment arms revealed in March 1977 tl«t 

-Me (are) filling all vacancies for novices with South Africans and Translceians while restricting 
recr-aitment to the experienced men who have served the industry loyally in the past 

l.'lnancial Mall reported "bad news for foreign miners" on

9

foreign
('I'he Star, in March 1977).
1(1 .luiio 1977 and, bnmirt on an Intiirvlew with the 
(Ml.n) and other Ml.O personnel, also related that

The
(loneral Manager of the Mlnc-s l.abour Orgnnl nationn

longer being recruited from"novices are no

neighbouring cduntries".

\

\
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old mines.Table 1" Average nximbers employed In g 
------------ T^n-rr.^nTT and African. 1»»9^97

Foreign Africans 
as 55 of all Africans1Africans

(000'-)
Eiiropeans

(000s)
Year

61889

394
1899

1906

1911
1916 
1921 
1926 
1931 
1936 

'■ 1941 
1946

1951
1956

436
9712

778111
6019025
5620422
6117321
6218220
5021023
4829735
5236841
59•30540
6429944
6533649
64399491961
66370431966

1970

1971
1972

1973

76401

386.
39

7n38
414 I

37 /
8042?37e*!-

k - ■ 75364371974
67365371975
56361381976

1977 49422

u ^ End-of-year foreigners in total number employed at 
end of year.

I. '■ Mine Labour Organisations (WJu.,, Annu^lRenor^ 
(various), ; Mine Labour Organisations (NRG), 
Annual Reports (various).

Soiirces:

••t
L)w'‘
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Sourcea of African labo^- by oountry of origin, employed by affiliates of Gh«mb0
of Mines (expreaaed as * percentage of the total number employed at 31 Deoaabar)

Table 2;

1931 1936 1941 1946 1951 1956 1961 19661966 1911 1916 1921 1926

South
Africa

Botswasa

Lesotho

Swaziland

■osawblqus
Troploals^

22.80 40.32 44.32 38.69 41.22 49.80 52.18 48.17 41.26 35.29 34.71 36.46 34.04
0.40 0.49 1.66 1.11 1.01 1.49 2.25 2.51 2.30 2.09
2.60 3.82 7.63 10.56 10.93 13.62 14.46 13.10

2.07 2.05 2.28 2.12 2.24 2.21 1.93 1.81 1.84
47.54 32.71 27.83 27.00 31.54 34.45 30.78 24.22 28.43

0.56 0.27 0.17 0.14 1.07 7.29 10.60 13.45 17.87 21.54 14.68

3.10 3.19 4.95
12.49 11.67 11.93 13.02 16.77

1.61 1.57 1.130.70
70.79 51.59 43.73 47.08
2.47 1.66

Total no. 
enploTsd
(•ooo) 318 372 305 306 334 414 383 381 174 191 188 203 226

^ Africans recruited from Horth of latitude 22° South, ohlefljr fron Jialawl (in 1976, 17,300 
from Zimbabwe).

rao

nine Labour Organisations (WHLA), Annual Hanorts (various); Mine Labour Oz^anleaUons (SHC) 
Heporte (various).

V.B. V.serepaaoies between total
enumeration; and (b) figures in this Table also include Africans employed by ooal mines afflllat 
Chamber of Mines.

Sourcest

ibMPs employed in Babies 1, 2 and 3 (a) reflect different times Inr

\
\

\
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annual earnings, current and real.
and Africana employed jn the gold-mjnlng

('l^8l-l466 = base year l^j^ = lOO;

Table 3: Aver

!industry
1969-1^7*7 = “base April 1970 = 100

Number
employed
(000s)

Real
eamiings
(Rand)

Current
RandsYear

61885

1889

1906

1911

1916

1921

1926

1931

1936

1941

1946

1951

1956

1961

1966

72

5172 84

8168 80

190.60 72

65 m70

17569 58

67 18171

69 220. 69
71 W75f-

3686771 V.

\
67 305 •

299

88

64*. 110 
133 33964

64 999146

37070183r
V

f-
209 3711969 199

401208 2071970

1971

1972

1973

386208221

227 414257

350 282 422&0, 364565 4081974r ^
3656029471975

^ ■

631 3611976 1,103

1,1401977I 612 422

1 First quarter.

Sources: Mine Labour Organisations (WNLA), Annu^ Ranortj
(various); Mine Laborr Organisations (NRC). Annuatl 
Reports (various); South A-frican Statistical 
Ye^book and Bulletin oi* Jtatisxics (for consumer 
price index).



Rftetor. iq'55-1973 (Rand per annum/
Table 4i Average annual African earnings by

197619711964-652
Industry 1954-551935-56 1945-46

1,497

1,346

1,300

1,251

1,153

1,291

66747129419284Manufacturing
628341262Construction
611379

Transport 

Motor trade

Wholesale and retail trade 

Public authorities

643

597

655y396
\

95022117613288■ 71Gold-mining

Agriculture
1193170

of earnings in both miningPayment in kind is an important source

ponding number employed.

^ Cash earnings only, 
and agriculture.
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Table 5; Numbers of foreign Africans employed by 
coTintry of origin - 1964 . 1977

^ (in thousands;
k-r-. 1977^1964’- 1970Country

218219Botswana, Lesotho and Swaiiland
Malawi

Mozambique
Southern Rhodesia/Zimbabwe^ 

Others 
Total

227
f: 36107101

76145^ . 121
[■ 241222
'r 375'r-

357476 490b
^ Figures for 1964 are from Leistner but are corrected for 

his understatement of mining emplojrment.

^ 1977 country figures are an estimate while the aggregate 
figure is official. Covintiy figures for that year were obtained 
by adding numbers employed in gold-mining by country to estimate 
of non gold-mining employment by country. The latter figures 
were obtained by assigning a non gold-mining empl03nnent estimate 
to each country according to each's proportion of toteG. foreign 
African employment outside gold-mining in 1970.

^ Including Zambia (nil in 1970 and 1977).

Sources: Leistner, 1967, p. 49; Mine Labour Organisations, 
Annual Reports. 1964, 1970 and 1977; Republic of 
South Africa. House Assembly Debates. 3-7 4pril 1978, 
pp. 555-56; Republic of South Africa, Department of 
Statistics, Population Census [No. 02-05-01] (Pretoria, 
1971).

r.r

!>•

R-

Table 6: Volxime and sex composition of mlgrEmt population
(in thousands)r .■ by covintry of or:

19 7 0I960Country
Male Female TotalMale Female Total

175.6 43.4 219.0
106.6 0.1 106.7
142.8 2.1 144.9
11.1 0.6 11.7
6.6 0.3 6.9

442.7 46.5 489.2
10.5095

Swazil. 203.6 91.4
60.9 1.4

157.0 5.2

295.1 
62.3

162.2 
33.7

Botswana, Les 
Malawi 
Mozambique 
Southern Rhodesia/Zimbabwe 31.5 
Others

. t

2.2

33.130.9 2.2
483.9 102.4 

21.1695
586.4Total

Females as 95 of males V

^ Including Zambia 1“ I960. 

- Sources: Republic of Sou
r

th Africa, Department of Statistics, Population 
1961); Republic of South /Africa, De- 
Population Census. 1970 [02-05-01],k:

V -■ ■<i.V!
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Sectorc* d^s^tribution of foreign African vorkers in 
South^lrlca 1964
(In thousands}

Table 7t
rtSSSffSmi^ia

1964 1970^ 1977 1976Sector
(30 June) (30 June)

258552 266281Mining

- affiliatee to Chajnter of Mines
• i

267 206231

85 8050- non-affiliated nines and quarries
16144 1645Agrlculture

1010122}Manufacturii\g
6 894Construotion

4.5 45Comnerce
6107 10Govemnent service

13148 21Domestic service
6 714 4Other

■ 327455 357

77% 81%

484Annual totals 
Mining as % of total

Percentage change in non-mining since
1964

79%58%

-66%-49% -66%

^ The discrepancy in Tables 5 and 7 between the 1970 data is 
accounted for by foreign Africans listed in the 1970 census as "not 
economically active", "not specified" or "unemployed”.

SourcesJ Leistner, 1967, p. 49; Mine Labour Organisations, 
Annual Reports. 1964, 1970 and 1977; Republic 
of South Africa, House Assembly Debates. 5-7 April, 
1978, PP. 555-556 and 7-11 May 1979, p. 794;
Republic of South Africa, Department of Statistics. 
Ponulation Census [Ho. 02-05-01], (Pretoria, 1971).

\

I

#

«
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eountrv of ori/?ln. emDloved at end of 
of Mines (In thousands) /ly^our. ^

oaeh year t)v affiliates of th
Tatle 8: Sourcea of African ie Chamber \

1976 1?77^ 1978^1971 1972 1973 1974 19751966 1967 1968 1969 1970Country

16.0 17.5 16.8 14.7 16.6 15.5 19-7 21.0

68.7 78.5 87.2 78.3 85.5 96.4 103.2 97.5
4.3 4.5 5.5 7.2 8.6 9.1 9.^

129.2 1 28.0 7T.X 8.9 9.9 14.2 21.6
97.7 99.4 101.8 118.0 48.6 41.4 3'^.9

14.8 16.3

65.0 71.1

16.0 15.619.0?otawana

59.7 65.164.3teaotho
4.85.0 5.44.54.3 3.8Swaziland

ralawl’ 107.869.9 98.2

99.8 113.3

56.9 61.7

105.7 105.8

rs.3
102.4109.0VoJtanMqua

"outhem '.’hodeala/ 
r. Inl'abwe

r _ 7.0 26.9 a.4 13.C

299.7 327.2 335.9 273.4 242.9 202.8 2Cfi.O 196.3
87.2 86.2 9G.0 121.8 158.6 214.2 224.7

386.2 414.3 422.2 363.5 364.7 361.3 422.2 .‘ 21.0

054.6 304.2 
116.5 96.9 
371.1 401.1

242.2 252.7

126.2 129.9

368.4 382.6

252.8Total foreljga 
South Africa 

■ Overall total

86.5130.5

333.3

Th* fl«uraa^ Sap-.*«ta fl«ur*a for Melawl and ZlohObwa not available for 19?7.
•TO •otlaatea.

^ oud of first quarter.
’ HaT«<«" tisane inoluda a rolatlvely aMOl nuabor of people reeiuitv^i Horth of 22® South 

froa oountrlea othSr than Halaal. peit..iwe 10 par oant on avaraga.

Mina Labour Ortaalaationa (WLA), *p««ai Menarta (varloua).Souroot

t-

• j;
•. .

4.'
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Price of gold. 1970-1977T aisle 9;

Change in price 
over 
year

previous 
(per cent)Rand/Pine Oz.Year

-425.80 
1, 28.60 

39.70 
' 65.10 
107.40 
111.62 
103.77 
136.04

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

+11

+39

+64

+65
\

+4

-71976
i-311977^

^ Estimate based on first quarter reports of six 
gold-mining groups#

Source:
South African'Ch^amher of 'Ahhual Reports TVarioos).

Total net wastage.^ Average number 
pmoloved by meters of the Chamber of Mine_s
and net vastage as a proportion of average
number employed 1

Table 10:

b

Wastage/
emplo3rmentAverage n\imber

employed"Net wastage"YearY
r, . 0.814

0.822
0.814
0,935
1.226
1.374
1.344

I' . ' • 406,066
411,192
435,671
414,232
385,160
409,134
435,024

330,591
337,862
354,708
387,170
472,135
562,036
584,684

1971!
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977I

E- ■

those who died.
’ The number employed by the Chamber of Mines is sli^tly 

larger than the number et.ploysd by the gold-mining companie 
who are its members.

£ '

\
■

t
Labour Organisations (TiTLA), Annual Reports 

(various).
Source: Mine

f
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The moan number of dependa:its forin terms of dependants, 
domestically employed workers was 6.9 with a median of ?.8, 
The respective numbers for returned miners v/as 4«3 and 3.4.
These figures largely explain the differences in attitudes 
towards the geographic location of work and family commitments.

(4) Remittancen

Remittance flov.’s from the two types of migrants reflected
Thoseto a certain degree the responsibilities borne by then, 

working in Sv/aziland, contrary to popular belief, tend to pro
vide a much more reguleir maintenance of their feimilies throxigh

iilmost three-remittances than their external compatriots, 
quarters of the Swaziland-based workers sent home more than 
S 15 per month, and about half remitted more than E 25 per

Comparing these remittances and those claimed to be 
received by rural households (see table 10), the average remit

tance was in the region of E 30 per month for each homestead 
with a worker employed inside the cotintry or outside.

month.

liomittances sent liome by miners (as distinct from deJ erred 
pay) were much moi'c erratic: more tlian 40 per cent of the 
returned miners had not sent any remittances during their 
contract. Only 15 per cent sent in excess of E 100, and the 
modal group (apart from zero remittances) was E 50-100. On 
the basis of an average contract of 6-7 months, this does not 
compare favourably with local worker remittances. Looking at 
tables 12 and 13, some interesting pattems are evident but not 
readily explicable. Remittances in proportion to deferred pay 
collected at the end of the miners contracts have hovered 
aroimd the 40 per cent level between 1966 and 1971, out de

creased noticeably in the years 1972-1975 (years during which 
wages substantially increased) and then climbed to almost 50 
per cent dur.Lng 197b and seemingly so for 1977. Looking at 
per capita remittajices by recruitment center (table 13)» the 
jump in remittances is clearly evident in 1976. There also 
appears to be a clear pattern of very different levels of per 
capita remittances between centers; with some centers having 
a consistently high average remittance for its recruits, while 
others are consistently low. These patterns may reflect



disbursementa made to Swaziland recruits (Rsuids)^
TEBA paymenta;Table 12,

Total
VDD + RO 

+ CRA

Cash recruiting
advances

Remittance
orders

Voluntary 
deferred pay 

(VDU)
* RO/VDP (CRA)(RO)

442,498

436,394

479,484

523,817

656,718

670,357

785,932

974,775

1,374,138

3,450,353

4,479,807

57,933 
36,790 
51,073 
56,472 
67,190 
50,708 
51,968 
59,646 
71,714 

126,267 
156,739

125,488 
vs.

100,573 
for 1976 - 
6 months

0.39
0.375
0.42
0.498
0.383
0.336
0.2138
0.2171
0.206
0.159
0.48

91,487
85,494
98,624

122,722
131,722
124,054
101,289
134,980
190,521
415,785

1,397,735

673,799
vs.
552,823 

for 1976 ~ 
6 months

235,408
227,414
230,412
244,707
343,773
368,219
473,646
621,666
920,930

2,612,78
2,925,333

1,513,895
vs.

895,873 
for 1976 - 
6 months

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

0.451977
(first 6 
months)

not available yet.^ Payments made to Swazis vdiile on the gold mines 

TEBA, Siteki.Source:
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different homestead requirements of the areas or simply Ihe 
influence of office policy and worker guidance, but merit 
further study.

Table 13. Average remittance per recruit by center
(Emalangeni/Rands)

TEBA Center! 1972 19761973 1974 1975

Siteki

Manzini

Mankayane

Mbabane 
Piggs Peak
Nhlangaino
llluti
Hlatikulu

14.1
13.4
23.4

12.3
11.5
21.7

16.0
17.8
17.3

23.1 
21.9
25.2

83.2
93.5
72.2

9.7 10.8 12.4 79.912.46.110.0
30.8 
29.6
25.8

7.9
111.6
77.5

116.0

26.9
33.9

38.9
36.4
29.8

44.2
47.4

19.5 39.1

^ See also figure 1, above page 2, 

Source; TEBA, Siteki,

(5) Expenditure patterns

Another distinguishing characteristic between internal 
and external migrants is the starkly contrasting patterns of 
expenditures between the two groups. Looking back at table 8 
it is immediately obvious that mineworkers tend to accumulate 
a proportion of earnings for "investment" into cattle, as 
evidenced by the intentions of both outgoing and returned 
miners. What is of particiilar interest is the perceived 
expenditiire of miners as Cited by Swazi land-based workers, 
which shows a remarkably accurate reflection of the actually 
intended expenditures by the miners. Swazilauid-based workers 
appear to have very little surplus earnings available for 
cattle or agricult\iral equipment.

(6) Agricultural ties

The agricultural ties to the land of both the domestically- 
based workers and mineworkers are strong, but the pull back to 
the rural home takes on different dimensions according to the 
nature of employment. When Swaziland-based workers were asked
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if they returned home for ploughing or agric\xltural reasons,
31 per cent said they did, a surprisingly high 26 per cent 
said they did not, specifically because they hired tractors, 
while tlie rest dej)ended on relatives or hired help. Outgoing 
miners (survey 11) were asked if they were required at home for

74 per cent said they were, while mostagricultural purposes; 
of those who said they were not claimed that there was suffi-

Swaziland-based workers would, on thecient labour at home, 
whole, find it difficult to leave work for any extended period of
time. They limit their rural activities to weekends and given 
holidays. The mineworker on the other hand, as indicated 
earlier, usually has several months at his disposal before 
contemplating return to the mines or seeking work elsewhere.
The level of investment into agricultural equipment by both 
types of migrant is disappointing. Only 1.5 per cent of the 
locally-based workers mentioned agricultural equipment as one 
of Iheir main expenditure items; miners on the wdiole were more 
interested with answers ranging from 8 per cent to 28 per cent 
(see table 8).

(7) Attitudes towards external migration and migrants

Working in Swaziland by no means indicates complacency on 
the part of locally-based worker. Asked if they would want to 
work in South Africa, 42 per cent of the Swaziland-based workers 
said they would, citing higher wages as the principal reason. 
Mining was the work preferred by 28 per cent, while 21 per cent

The main reason for notwere willing to do any type of work, 
having gone to South Africa was that the respondent was in the
process of getting a travel document or was impeded by the

(mentioned by 42 per cent of thosenecessity of obtaining one 
who wanted to go to South Africa); 15 per cent claimed to be
held back by family commitments; and 22 per cent said they

Of those who did not want to go,would go when convenient, 
distance from home and/or family commitments were mentioned by 
half, the age constraint (too young or too old) by 15 per cent, 
and a dislike for South Africa by 13 per cent.

General knowledge of sectoral employment opportunities was 
Three-quarters of the Swaziland-based v/orkers didrather poor.
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not know or did not hear about conditions of employment pre

vailing on South African farms and forests, and almost half 
did not know about conditions on the mines. The most out

standing characteristic about the mines by those who had an 
idea, was the high pay; while opinion was split about pay on 
the farms and forests, with equal numbers claiming hi^ and 
poor pay.

Swaziland-based workers were asked very general questions 
about miners to provide some insight in evaluating miner beha

viour. When asked if they respected mineworkers, 60 per cent 
said they did, principally because of their high earnings; 10 
per cent said they did not because mineworkers squandered their 
money; and a further 5 per cent said they did not because mine 
v;ork was hard and menial. When asked if they thought mine- 
workers earned much money, 88 per cent felt they did and 9 per 
cent did not know. Finally, when asked if they thought mine- 
workers maintained their families properly, 53 per cent felt 
they did; 19 per cent felt that they neglected their families 
during their absence; and 17 per cent did not know.

(e) Opinions of secondary school students

A further perspective on work and workers in South Africa 
was provided by the secondary school students. Only 15 per 
cent of the students felt that jobs would be difficult to find 
in South Africa, and 42 per cent specifically stated that there 
were plenty of opportimities and jobs were easy to find. Only 
9 per cent felt that wages in South Africa were poor; while 
20 per cent specifically noted that wages would be higher than 
in Swaziland. Asked if, unable to find suitable work in Swazi

land, they woiild seek work in South Africa, three-qioarters of 
the students responded positively. Surprisingly, many of the 
students were willing to consider the mines, and even more 
were prepared to work on feirms if necessary.

To give a very basic impression of attitudes, students 
were asked to circle extreme stereotype characterisations of 
miners. There appeared to be little condescending feeling
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towards the miners. 71 per cent felt that miners were "brave 
and deserve respect" to work on the mines, as opposed to the 
7 per cent who felt they were "foolish"; others did not know. 
In relation to the wages for "the type of work they do in the 
mines", half the students felt that they earned "much money", 
31 per cent "fair money*', and 12 per cent "too little money". 
Finally, when asked how the miners maintained their families 
wMle working on the mines, 71 per cent indicated that they 
"send home money to maintain their family", while 11 oer cent 
felt they "neglect their families".

V. THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OP MIGRATION

(a) Migration and the labour market

(1) Labo^lr supplies

Events during the past three yeairs have exro3ed the 
sensitivity and vulnerability of the labour market to the 
whims of exogenous policy decisions. Within a year, labour 
shortages were transformed into substeintial surpluses. Early 
shortages and capricious movements of labour caused some of 
the major industries to introduce technology incompatible with 
the intrinsic factor endowments of Swaziland. Thus, the sugar 
industry planned for a highly mechanised third sugar mill with 
subsequent plans to mechanise current operations. Unfortunate

ly, the suQden shift in labour availability is \mlikely to 
stinnilate industry to redress their technology towards more 
appropriate factor ratios, in light of the fluidity of the 
recent past.

Complacency towards the impending unemployment situation 
and continuing dependence on the safety-valve feature of South 
African employment opportunities has led to a labotir market

Wingfield-Dingby (1978), willstructure which, according to 
lead to a surplus of working-age adults in terms of wage em

ployment of between 3-4,000 per annum - many of whom will have 
had some formal education. However, short of "efflux" controls,
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the Swaziland Government has been limited in its capacity to 
stem external migration. At the same time, with the earlier 
prevailing labour ^lortages, it was ostensibly difficult to 
expand internal labour-absorptive capacity. One positive 
aspect arising from restrictions imposed by the South African 
Chamber of Mines is that, without the cushion of imlimited 
recourse to the mines, the Govemiaent must now squarely face 
the open unemployment problem.

Our employer svirvey provided direct insiglit into the 
problems arising from migretion as perceived the employers. 
The mere salient resiilts are produced in table 14. The sample 
contained a fairly representative group of industries, parti

cularly those who are most affected by both internal and ex

ternal migration.

The survey was undertaken at tlie end oi the year 1976 
when mine recruitment peaked at more than ?0,000 and domestic 
companies sufiered considerable shortages of labour. Shortages 
were fairly widespread :n agricultural and agro-based firms.
Of the 17 companies in this category, 13 had suffered from 
labour shortages over the previous 5 years and most suffered 
a seasonal labour shortage in 1976. There was a fairly split 
response as to whether the situation was worse, static or im

proved, The citrus indiistry was so badly affected in recent 
years that it had to resort to hiring old women and school 
children on holidays and free afternoons, iileven of tht 18 
agricultural or agro-based firms thought they were adversely 
affected by recruitment of Swazi labour to South Africa and a 
further 11 of the 15 who responded felt some sort of control 
on migration shovQd have been imposed by government. As regards 
wages and salaries in South Africa, 7 of 10 sugar companies 
said they did not affect their firms, claiming that their rates 
were competitive; those who were affected alleged that they 
were hurt by the recently increased mine wages.

(2) Seasonal fluctuations and labour stability

One of the striking features of external migration to the 
mines and, to a certain extent internal migration, is the dis

tinct seasonal patterns arising from the close ties to rural



liiain results of employer survey for Swaziland Federation of ErapltTaliLe 14.

Industry Agrioiilture and agro-based industry
"Other' 
farms

fIssue Manu
facturing

Sugar Citrus Forestry Mining

Yes
Incomplete

5la Labour shortages 
over the past 5 
years?

lb Positions improved?

2 5 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
3Ko 0 1 0 1 4

Improved
static

v/orsened
Yes

Incomplete

2 2 0 0 1 0
3 0 4 1 1 41 0 2 0 0 1
52a Turnover - A 

significant 
problem?

2b Turnover 
improved?

1 4 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
3Ko 1 2 0 1 4
3Yes

Incomplete
0 0 1 0 0

1 1 1 0 0 06Ko 1 5 0 2 5
83. High absenteeism? Yes

Incomplete
1 4 1 1 11 0 0 0 0 01Ko 1 2 0 1 4

4a Adversely affected 
by recruitment of 
Swazis to S.A.?

4b Adversely affected
by wages and salaries 
in South Africa?

4c Aware of any tendencies 
of better productivity 
from those with previous Incomplete 
employment in S.A.
(particularly gold mines)

Yes
Incomplete

7 1 2 1 1 00 0 2 0 0 0
3Ko 1 2 0 1 5

Yes
Incomplete

3 2 2 1 1 0
0 0 2 0 0 0
7Ko 0 2 0 1 5

Yes 4 2 3 1 2 *3>1 0 2 0 0 2
Ko 5 0 1 0 0 0

4d Should Swaziland Govem- 8Yes
ment control the outflow Incomplete 
of labour to South Africa? Ko

1 1 1 0 0
1 1 2 0 30
1 0 3 0 2 2

* Includes Garages, Hotels, Banks, Services, etc.



i federation of Employers

7
Misc.* TotalManu

facturing
Mining

1941 1
0 00 0
8 171 4

611 0
2 151 4

620 1

1 141 1
000 0
23121 4

510 0
1070 0

5 242 5

1 171 1
100 0

21121 4
1311 0
310 0

11 231 5

1011 0
310 0

26111 5

1832 3
1270 2
930 0

2 130 0
5 1230 2 10 I2 2

I
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agricultural requirements. Figure 5 shows that January and 
February are peak reorviitment months for the mines, while 
November-December are trou^. months when traditionally many 
mines suffer labour complements as low as 65 per cent.
Domestic companies also face considerable seasonal fluctuations
in numbers of employees; the total number of employees of 
companies covered ranged from a low of 12,646 to a high of 
15,615 in the year 1975. Much of the fluctuation is accounted 
for by the changing seasonal requirements for labour, but a 
noteworthy proportion is due to the seasonal subsistence re

quirements of the workers themselves. Although few companies 
in the manxifacturing or "other" sectors (relatively high-wage 
sectors) considered turnover or absenteeism as a problem, 5 
of the sugar companies complained of high turnover with rates 
of about 12 per cent per month, peaking up to 35 per cent 
during October-Deceraber (i.e. ploughing months for subsistence 
crops). The one timber company responding, having in excess 
of 1,500 employees, claimed to have sviffered from a turnover 
rate of 85 per cent in 1976.^^ Smaller farms did not seem to 
be seriously affected by tvimover but did complain of the de

bilitating effects of absenteeism, wdiich v/as also mentioned by 
the larger agricult\iral and agro-based industries. In addition 
to absenteeism near weekends and after pay day (largely the 
result of incapacitation through drink) seasonal absenteeism 
was fairly prevalent as workers would simply leave for home 
to attend to agricultural requirements for 3-4 weeks, hoping 
to be re-engaged on their return.

Pew of the underlying factors explaining the differences 
in turnover and absenteeism £Q*e immediately evident, but there 
is little doubt that relative wage levels and the nature of 
the work have an important bearing. Humphreys and McClelland 
(1964, p. 291) observed: " 
general has a relatively high average period of employment, 
the wage level, too, tends to be above the average", Most 
employers dismiss turnover and absenteeism as inevitable irtien 
traditional rural ties are so strong, but there is sxxfficient 
evidence that many Swazis are not averse to abrogating much of 
their rural ties and are willing to reduce the degree of

when the labour force in• • •
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oscillation between traditional and modern sectors - given 
the right conditions, 
housing, a permanent job and attractive infrastructural faci

lities.

These conditions include proper family

Two of the largest forestry companies with similar working 
conditions and wage rates have digimetrically opposite turnover 
rates; 85 per cent vs. 1 per cent. The one with a high turn

over rate provides barrack-style housing for 90-95 per cent of 
its employees in disi)er3ed units throughout the forest, while 
the company with low turnover offers married housing for most 
employees in a township with centralised sociail amenities. 
Havelock Mine was the first major industry successfully to 
stabilise its labour force, despite its isolated position. The 
larger sugar estates are now also attempting to stabilise their 
labour force through the provision of permanent employment to 
many former seasonally employed workers and with improved 
housing and social facilities; furthermore, the sugar industry 
is considering the introduction of a deferred pay scheme. It 
seems fairly clear that, by offering working conditions which 
enable detachment from the dual income patterns of subsistence 
peasants, oscillating migration can be effectively dampened.
It must be noted that regardless of the type of work, many 
Swazis maintain rural ties or homesteads, but personal involve

ment in agricultural production will depend on its necessity.

(3) Migration and the quality of labour

Hot only does migration usvially reduce the amount of labour 
offered during a migrant’s working career through oscillation 
and inter-contract sojourns, but
that migrant workers in South Africa tend to retire earlier 
than their "stabilised" counterpairts. She found that of the 
migrants entering the labour force at 20 years of age, half 
will retire before they reach 40 and three-quarters by 50.
The average length spent in the modern sector by a migrant is 
19 years, whereas a "stabilised" worker averages 23 years - 
an increase of 20 per cent,^^

Men with greater initiative and ambition have a higher 
propensity to migrate. This not only applies to those v/ho are

Natrass (1976a) also found
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physically and psychologically more adaptable, but also to 
those with better educational and skilled background - especially

Laistner and Smlt (1969,
"According to some obseirvers, many Swazis prefer 

employment in the Republic where

prior to influx controls, 
p. 49) noted;

wages are usually higher and 
where there is wider scope for the exercise of their talents". 
The same sentiment was echoed by the ILO/JASPA report Reducing 
Dependence (1976). Recent reports have shown shortages of black

1976), and from the 
student survey it was obvious that there are still a number of 
skilled and educated Swazis working in South Africa.

technicians in South Africa (Bloch, N
• f

The slill drain, whatever the extent, is somewhat counter
balanced by the positive effects of working experience derived 
in South Africa. The survey for the Swaziland Federation of 
Employers showed that about two-thirds of the respondents felt 
that those returning from South Africa will be noticeably 
productive. Students who conducted interviews also generally 
agreed tliac, although the type of work done on the mines is

more

largely irrej.evant for subsequent employment in Swaziland, the 
work discipline and experience with the consent of production 
targets, teamwork, etc contributed to the improvement of am•»
industriaJ labour foi-ce. Stahl (1975) pondered the idea
oi using the South African mines to circumvent the considerable 
costs ol Intemal industriail training, 
work experience, most mines offer free training courses in 
various fields such as masonry, carpentry, literacy, apprentice

ship in various artisan trades. Unfortunately, largely because 
of fatigue at the end of the work shift, few miners take advan

tage of these programmes.

In addition to normal

The extent of skill and training is 
restricted by the enforcement of colour bars imposed by the 
Mines and works Act and, in effect, enforced by the powerful 
white Mine V/orkers Union.

(b) Migration and agriculture

There has been considerable debate over the cause and 
effects ol mig7’ation in relation to the subsistence sectors 
is migration the result of a deteriorating or inadequate
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subsistence base, or does migration lead to a disintegration 
and stifling of the rural sector? There is of course inters 
dependence of causality, and applicability will vary by region 
and magnitude of migration. In spite of the apparent discord
between capitalist and subsistence production, they are mutually 
"supporting": Clarke's concept of "primitive accumulation" 
underscores the relationship. Even the recent increases in mine
wages are only barely adequate for the maintenance of the family 
during the duration of employment^"^j

to cover the life afterwards. Thus, eilthough the tie to the 
land is undoubtedly traditional in nature, it is also an in

escapable necessity for many.

but certainly, inadequate

(1) Opportunity costa

Because of the ambiguity of alternatives, the opportunity 
cost of migration is difficult to gauge. If we assvune that a 
potential migrant will continue with the subsistence production 
of maize, his opportunity cost will be zero (Low, A,R,C,, 1977). 
On the other hand, if the peasant is forcibly deprived of the 
option to migrate, then many are likely to turn to the cash 
cropping of cotton, tobacco, vegetables, etc., which offers 
potentially high income. As pointed out later, migration is 
likely to have impeded the development of cash crops because 
the intensive labour requirement make these crops incompatible 
with continuing migration.

(2) Investment of "surplus"

For those with a relatively productive peasant base and/or 
few dependants, mine earnings often provide a surplus for 
"investment". In the Mozambique study there was considerable 
evidence that for peasants in olher than the very poorest home

steads, much of the surplus was used for expanding the productive 
capacity of their land or for the necessary capital requirements 
for establishing an artisan trade, etc. Swazi miners, on the 
other hand, regardless of their relative welfare, show comparatively 
little inclination to invest into their crop base. Surpluses 
or "target incomes" are almost invariably used for purchasing 
cattle which, from the macro perspective, is clearly detrimental 
to Sv/aziland's already heavily over-grazed pastures.
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. Rutman (1974) points out that this type of "wealth 
formation in indigenous economies" is perfectly rational; 
feels that the use of funds is restricted by the attitudes pre-

Thus, in traditional

he

vailing in lliat particular environment. 
c^ommui\al societies with usairuct agreements, there will be
little incentive to improve the capitalised value of land through, 
for example, irrigation and the planting of trees and other

Although there appears to be some contentionperennial crops, 
over the issue, agricultural officials have dravm attention to 
cases of chiefs expropriating or "reallocating" land from farin-

haveSpaarman and Diphoom 
noted a distinct reluctance amongst m.ore motivated farmers to 
plant trees ai’.d put substantial investments into their crops

era who have "done too well".

because of insecurity oi' tenure. Proceeds from the modem 
sector Lrom less ambitious and submissive worker peasants are 
confined to the strictures of the institutional framework of 
traditional society. The continuing purchase of cattle - 
virtually the only realisable investment - growing population- 
land pressures, and poor land management of the comrrrunal ten\ire 
system leads to the degeneration of the rural sector, thus ag

gravating the push for migration and causing a vicious circle.

(3) Ligration and cropping patterns

Agricultural Improvement is not only impeded by institu

tional factors, but by the very nature of migration itself. 
Doran (1977) and Low (1977) pointed out that
traditional subsistence crops, maize in particular, are much
less labour-intensive than alternative cash crops such as . 
cotton and tobacco (by one-half and one-fifth, respectively). 
Low, having investigated task distribution and timing, con

cluded that migration has probably had no adverse effect on 
subsistence produetj^on: labour inputs are very seasonal, with 
y4 per cent of the labour input occurring betv/een October and 
Iviay (naize) and with the "traditional" male tasks concentrated 
in the pre-planting stages. 
raining contracts and subsistence requirements may therefore 
have perpetuated traditional cropping at the expense of higher

This would seem to dispell the myth (a misapplied

The complementarity of short

income crops.
lesson of modem formal sector employment) that migrants -
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particularly those with relatively hi^ incomes - axe harbingers 
of change. For external mineworkers the opposite seems true: 
the nature of their contracts contributes to the perpetuation 
of traditional crops by allowing ample time to tend to the 
usual agricultxiral requirements. Internal migrants have shown 
more adaptability, for instance, by their tendency to hire 
tractors during absence.

In conclusion, it wo\ild appear that external migration 
(basically to the gold mines) seems to have adverse effects on 
the agric\ilt\iral base. Firstly, most miners buy cattle, thereby 
aggravating the serious over-grazing problem. Secondly, migra

tion is likely to have obstructed change in improved cropping 
patterns. And thirdly, there is also little evidence of note

worthy trends in productive investment to improve the crop 
base with the earnings from migration.

(c) Migration and the state sector

The Swaziland Government has been sTirprisingly apathetic 
to the potential of migration for revenue purposes. While 
other countries have attestation fees of RIO or more, 
Swaziland's fee remains at Rl, More than a year ago, 
private negotiations with TEBA olficials in South Africa 
indicated that they wo\ild hardly be averse to increasing 
the fee to RIO, and in fact were surprised that this had 
not already occurred, A fee of RIO wo\ild result in a 
direct increase of government revenue in the region of 
E150,000-200,000.

Rand earnings of Swazi miners in South Africa for 
1976 were placed at E12.9 million by the Monetary Authority 

If the MAS figure is to be believed (felt by 
TEBA officials to be too high), then a considerable amount 
of goods tend to be bought externally as only about E4.5 
million was deferred or remitted. Survey results show that 
main expenditure items in South Africa are clothirig, radios, 
trunks, blankets and food. It is likely that records of 

these expenditures - entitled to a considerable rebate ac

cording to the customs union revenue sharing formula - are 
grossly understated, if at all.

of SwazilEind,
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Swazi mijiers working in South Africa have not as yet 
paid income tax to the South African Government, Although 
legally the Swaziland Government cannot impose income tax 
on earnings derived in South Africa, there is nothing pre

venting the introduction of a levy on returning miners.
This will not only provide a very considerable contribution 
to revenue, but will reduce relative income differentials - 
the niciin pull factor.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AIU) POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

(a) Conclusions

Migration in South Africa has been described by 
Houghton (I960, p. 189) as "an evil canker at the heart of our 
whole society, wastel'iil of labour, destructive of ambition, a 
wrecker of homes, and a symptom of oiir fundamental failure to 
create a coherent and progressive society" - strong words, but 
apt lor a system where the movement of labour is circumscribed 
by discriminatory laws and invol\intarily disimites the family. 
However, in countries such as Swaziland, where domestic condi

tions are considerably more accomodating than in "typical" 
labour reserves, work in South Africa, in light of the other 
reasonable internal alternatives, is a conscious choice £ind 
migration therefore cannot be so easily characterised.

Prolonged apathy towards the nf.ture of the migrant labour 
system by supplier states has resulted in the loss of much le

verage for reform. V»'ith the recent internalisation of South 
Africa's labour potential and subsequent disengagement from 
external labour reserves, supplier stages have had to retreat 
into a defensive position. Thus, issues such as the vinderlying
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particularly those with relatively hi^ incomes - are harbingers 
of change. For external mineworkers the opposite seems true: 
the nature of their contracts contributes to the perpetuation 
of traditional crops by allowing ample time to tend to the 
usual agricultural requirements. Internal migrants have shown 
more adaptability, for instance, by their tendency to hire 
tractors during absence.

In conclusion, it would appear that external migration 
(basically to the gold mines) seems to have adverse effects on 
the agricultural base. Firstly, most miners buy cattle, thereby 
aggravating the serious over-grazing problem. Secondly, migra

tion is likely to have obstructed change in improved cropping 
patterns. And thirdly, there is also little evidence of note

worthy trends in productive investment to improve the crop 
base with the earnings from migration.

(c) Migration and the state sector

The Swaziland Government has been surprisingly apathetic 
to the potential of migration for revenue purposes. While 
other countries have attestation fees of RIO or more, 
Swaziland’s fee remains at Rl. More than a year ago, 
private negotiations with TEBA olficials in South Africa 
indicated that they would hardly be averse to increasing 
the fee to RIO, and in fact were siirprised that this had 
not ELlready occurred. A fee of RIO would resiQt in a 
direct increase of government revenue in the region of 
£150,000-200,000.

Rand earnings of Swazi miners in South Africa for 
1976 were placed at E12,9 million by the Monetary Authority 
of Swaziland. If the MAS figure is to be believed (felt by 
TEBA officials to be too high), then a considerable amount 
of goods tend to be bought externally as only about E4.5 
million was deferred or remitted. Survey results show that 
main expenditxire items in South Africa are clothing, radios, 
trunks, blankets and food. It is likely that records of 

these expenditures - entitled to a considerable rebate ac

cording to the customs union revenue sharing formula - arc 
grossly \inderstated, if at all.
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Swazi miners working in South Africa have not as yet 
paid income tax to the South African Government. Although 
legally the Swaziland Government cannot impose income tax 
on earnings derived in South Africa, there is nothing pre

venting the introduction of a levy on returning miners.
This will not only provide a very considerable contribution 
to revenue, but will reduce relative income differentials - 
the main pull factor.

VI. COMCLUSIONS AI^l) POLICY RECOM.MENJATIONS

(a) Conclusions

Migration in South Africa has been described by 
Houghton (I960, p.189) as "an evil canker at the heart of our 
whole society, wasteful of labour, destructive of ambition, a 
wrecker of homes, and a symptom of our fundamental failTire to 
create a coherent and progressive society" - strong words, but 
apt for a system where the movement of labour is circumscribed 
by discriminatory laws and involuntarily disunites the family. 
However, in countries such as Swaziland, where domestic condi

tions are considerably more accomodating than in "typical" 
labour reserves, work in South Africa, in light of the other 
reasonable internal alternatives, is a conscious choice and 
migration therefore cannot be so easily characterised.

Prolonged apathy towards the nr.ture of the migrant labour 
system by supplier states has resulted in the loss of much le

verage for reform. V/ith the recent internalisation of South 
Africa's labour potential and subsequent disengagement from 
external labour reserves, supplier stages have had to retreat 
into a defensive position. Thus, issues such as the underlying
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motives and economic effects of migration - -craditionally 
eclipsed by more topical and emotionally sensitive aspects - 
have become more relevant for policy considerations. This 
paper has attempted to reveal those features of migration which 
are felt to be necessary in \mderstanding the implications of 
any future political strategy.

One of the dominant themes arising from this and other 
papers emanating from the Swaziland project, is the powerful 
influence that relative income differentials has on the level 
of external migration. Migration levels prior to 1974 niay have 
been largely the result of exigency, but even then there was 
evidence of wage differentials and conscious choice, such that 
Swazis preferred minework to menial domestic employment undei:^ 
taken by imported labour. Although external migration as a 
proportion of population and domestic employment has shown a 
distinct secular decrease, its sensitivity to wage differentials 
has caused justified fears of a major laboiir exodus. The-' have 
been relieved only by externally imposed restrictions.

External migration has played the role of a "safety valve" 
in terms of residual unemployment and has provided a seemingly 
popular source of quick savings, but not without notable costs: 
recent labour shortages have led to the introduction of in

appropriate technology, while complacency towards migration 
has precluded any serious policy for improving the labour 
absorptive capacity of the economy. Furthermore, expenditure 
patterns by external migrants with accumulated "surpluses" - 
contrary to popular opinion - have shown little evidence of 
productive investment. Rather, they exacerbate the serious 
over-grazing problem through the extreme proclivity for pur

chasing cattle. There is also no indication that external 
migrants have improved their cropping patterns; in fact there 
seems much support for the hypothesis that migration stultifies 
the development of cash cropping because of the nature of the 
migrant contract which perpetuates the patterns of subsistence 
agriculture and works against the relatively labour-intensive 
cash crops.

Prom the (internal) political perspective, perhaps the most 
important cooasideration is -Qie individual himself. Suggestions that
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migration to South Africa can be diverted by simply 
planting migrant income or by somehow satisfying basic needs 
or by providing domestically-located employment are naive.
Most external migrants have shown themselves to be discrimina
ting and income oriented.

sup-

They tend to be young, with relatively
The nature of

the mine contracts and the deferred pay scheme is appealing to 
those with seasonal agricultural commitments and wanting to 
amass earnings for use between periods of wage employment.
Our findings have shown that the characteristics, attitudes

few dependants and able to gain surplus funds.

and economic impact of internal and external migrants 
distinct.

are

To supersede external migration v/ith any simple form of 
internal work - an improbable short or medium term prospect - 
is unlikely to satisfy those who have opted for temporary but 
renewable employment in South Africa.

A natural absorption of external migrants - i.e, the 
voluntary choice of the individ^ial to work in Swaziland - 
require attractive conditions such

will

as family housing, competi
tive wages (which may be difficult in low wage sectors such as

agriculture) and possibly innovations 
and short-term renewable contracts for those 
rural commitments.

such as deferred
with strong

pay

(h) Policy recommendations

There has recently been an upsxu'ge in interest relating 
to migrant labour in Southern Africa with the dominant theme 
focussing on a concerted strategy of suppliers: 
autumn of 1976 the ILO (with the financial support of UUPiA) 
promotes action-oriented research under the theme "Towards 
Planned Labour ftiigration in Southern Africa";
Ministers !ind Labour Commissioners from supplier states met in 
Lesotho and produced a paper entitled "Migrant Labour to South 
Africa: The Need for a Common Approach" and in April 1978, 
the Economic Commission for Africa will stage a conference 
centered on the topic "Towards a Common Labour Policy in South

ern Africa". Unfortunately, this awakening to the problems and 
potentials of the migratory labour system is not so much the 
result of predictive acumen as tardy after-thought. South 
Africa took the strategic initiative through internalisation 
and subsequent restrictions on supplier states - the exigency 
for reciprocal strategy then became obvious.

since the

in November 1977,
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Overdue manoeuvering by supplier states has forced them 
into an uncomfortable position, having lost their initial 
bargaining adveintage. Nevertheless, the proposals emanating 
from the 1977 meeting of representatives of Botswana, Lesotho, 
Mozambique and Swaziland had a reasonably aggressive tone. The 
major proposal concerned the establishment of a permanent joint 
consultative machinery to meet at least anntially and to discuss 
contractual arrangements; general conditions of employment; 
redistribution of benefits from the migratory system; the 
securing of markets for commodities produced in supplier countries; 
the general treatment of migrant workers in South -Africa; and 
research into the migratory labour system. Further proposals 
recommended inter alia the "payment of compensation analogous 
to that under the Customs Agreement" and negotiations for 
better working conditions aiid rates of pay.

The potency of concerted supplier state policies will of 
course hinge on the \mity of participants. This was in fact 
explicitly recognised in the Ministers' paper wdiich stated:
"there is a risk of South Africa playing one country against 
another in individual country negotiations

Because of the complexity of the issues involved, it may 
be worthwhile to separate recommendations and considerations 
into three distinct (but certainly not mutually exclusive) 
levels: the national economic and social perspective; indivi

dual welfare considerations; and moral-political issues of 
immediate withdrawal. The recommendations are based on the 
imderlying assumption that withdrawal - by which periplieral 
states can reduce their migration dependence on the South African 
economy and policies - is a desirable meditim-term objective over 
a ptriod of, say, 10-15 years, unless a major political upheaval 
occurs in the meantime.
(1) National economic and social policies

• • •

Revenue

The Swaziland Government ha® every reason to •'eek to 
increase the revenue from migration accruing to it directly. 
Moreover, the di'-parity in common policy i" obvious when looking 
at attestation fee'-. Swaziland -hould raise fees to be at least 
in line with tho'-e of Botswana and Lesotho. Because of the high 
regard for Swazi miner" and relatively low transport costs, there 
will not likely be adverse effects on recruitment.
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The Government might justifiably consider imposing a 
surrogate tax in the form of a levy after returning from the 
mines or to he collected by the Swazi Labour Representative based 
in South Africa.

Better records of external migrants' spending in South 
Africa are likely to have a noticeable effect on Customs Union 
Revenue (which is calculated on the proportion of goods im

ported by the country or purchased in South Africa by its 
nationals).

It is unlikely that compensatory payments for the use 
of migratory labour as suggested by the Ministers' meeting 
will be realisable as long as there are plenty of labour reserves 
in Southern Africa that remain underutilised.

A schedule for withdrawal

The Chamber of Mines and the South African Government should 
be informed of the aim of gradual disengagement from the migrant 
labour system. Irrespective of whether or not a scheduled with

drawal would receive their consent, it should be implemented as 
planned. This would provide supplier states with 
for labour absorption.

a concrete guide
At the same time, the schedule would consti

tute a kind of guarantee of employment for the residual numbers 
still migrating during the transition period and it clearly signals 
the desire to avoid abrupt retrenchment.

Supplier state "cartel"

It is unlikely that a cartel for the purposes envisag

ed by Stahl (1977) will be feasible as elasticities of demand 
for mine Iriboui- and internal supply appear higher than estimated, 
honetiieiess, the moves towards a cartel sliould be intensified as 
it v/il'l ensure (-xeiiter leverage in negotiations for better con- 
dition.s of \vorkero and strengthen defensive strategies such as 
employmeiiL ,•':uar;^ntecs aiid quotas.

Domestic labcur absorption policy

fiscal policy in Swaziland currently promotes capital- 
intensive modes of production through various inducements such
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i'urthermore, due toas generous capital cost allov/ances, 
erratic fluctuations in labour supplies, some major industries

Greater effort shouldare introducing incongruous technology, 
be made in stimulating labour-intensive modes of production and
the provision of facilities tiiat will stabilise the labour force.

Incut supply agreements with the South African mines

in aintrast to outright compensation, marketing agreements 
between the mines and supplier states appear feasible for the 
provision of various types of inputs such as timber, meat, 
vegetables from peripheral economies at initially sub-optimal 
cost for the mines (World Bank, 1977). Guaranteed markets may 
stimiaate economies of scale and externalities, but may advance 
rather than diminish trade dependence on South Africa.

Agricultural and rural income policies

To stem the outflow of migrants from rural areas, rovernrnent 
po] Ley should consider increasing the opportunity cost of migra

tion.

casii crops will reduce the push/p^ill factors, 
cooed maize self-sufficiency scheme in Swaziland is likely to 
exacerbate migr-tion as maize cropping patterns are amenable to 
external seasonally contrived migration; reduced dependence on 
food supplies will simply be substituted by greater dependence 
on employment absorption.

The successful promotion of higli income, labour-intensive
However, the pro-

Yi'ithdrav/al

Disengagement of migrant labour supplies should be roughly 
in lino with the absorptive capacity of tlie formal sector and 
acceptable rural agricultural alternatives. An oversimplified 
basic needs approach that relates withdrawal to the satisiaction 
of the needs of the population dangerously overlooks that many 
migrants (as opposed to many non-migrants) not only satisfy their 
basic needs but gain surplus fvinds for the purchase of cattle or 
other investments.

(2) Improved welfare for the migrant v/orker

Assuming that complete withdrawal is the ultimate goal, 
there shotild be pressure to improve the v/elfare of residual
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migrants during the interim period, i.e. while gradually 
breaking away from the migrant labour Gyctem. Pushing towards 
the limits of change should not be discredited as accepting to 
work within the system: the perspectives are completely dif

ferent. By definition, one does not accept what one wants to 
change. Conversely, not to push for changes means accepting 
the consequences of apartheid without contributing to any 
change in the system.

.,41Conditions on the Couth /African gold mines

Supplier state monitoring team

Regular surveys of mines by research teams selected by 
supplier state governments could be conducted along similar 
lines as the recent student survey of Swazi miners, 
teams should liaise directly with country labour representatives 
who could submit the findings and recommendations to the Chamber 
of Mines, the individual mines surveyed, and the Labour Depart

ments of supplier states.

The voluminous studies on black worker conditions "md 
attitudes undertaken by the Human Resources Laboratory of the 
Chamber of Mines are internal confidential documents but in- ‘ 
valuable for those planning the course of improvement, 
state governments should be given access to these documents 
for guidance in their demands while guaranteeing confidentiality 
if so desired by mining companies.

These

Cupplier

Liaison

Much greater consultation should be promoted between 
Government representatives from supplier co\intries, their 
respective workers on the gold mines, and mining employers. 
Meetings of this nature could, inter alia, help prevent inci

dents resulting from misunderstandings such as the riots and 
subsequent tempor.arj' withdrawal of Basotho miners in 1974.

The Basotho Government is pioneering this approach 
through its inception of biannual meetings with the TEBA 
executive and representatives from other mines employing 
Basotho. Meetings are attended by members of the Basotho

■ .lif.- r-: ■
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Labour Department, permanent necretarles of affected 
miniotriefi and Labour Representatives stationed in South 

Negotiations have covered and made significantAfrica.

progress in such issues as workman's compensations, inter

mine record transfers, family visits and paid leave, 
meetings should of course be attended by all supplier states 
and not give national preferences in their resolutions.

These

Career guarantees and the centralisation of records

Evidence has shown that in spite of the oscillating
nature oi their work, many Swazis and other ethnic groups 
(because of pride and regularity in their work) should be

Withdrawal should thereforeregarded as professional miners, 
initially phase out casual miners and continue to sift out
according to experience, while those defined by selected 
criteria such as skill and regularity of work should fall

This proposal implies the availabilityout by attrition only, 
of centralised records of miners which at the moment is a

of bitter contention between the relatively progressive 
and most reactionary of mining companies within the Chamber 

To date any black miner who wishes to transfer

source

of Mines.
from one mine to another - even if an intra-company transfer -

This is grossly unjust and.revokes previous work records, 
because of the adverse implications on the ability to retain
one's previous work/pay status and on long service awards 
(a type of pension), Vorkers are discouraged from moving 
from unpopular mines to those with superior conditions.
The system is not only an affront to the black's profes

sionalism but also reduces the incentive to improve condi

tions.

Training programmes
Educational and vocational courses are not as popular as
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was envioa,'3ed by the mines, but il' miners become aware of the 
i mnl i ctit ions oi‘ an ofriclal witiidrawal policy, the mines can 
perhaps more usefully be exploited as training centres to dis

seminate vocational skills and agricultural programmes to help 
ease tiic transition. Domestic employers would be spared some 
training costs and provided with more skills.

(3) Moral and political considerations of 
immediate withdrav/al ~~

With 197B having been declared the "International Year 
Againrt Apartheid" supplier states should at least voice their 
declaration of intent to strive towards a concerted effort to 
abolish the strictures and inhumanities inherent in the migratory 
labour system on which the perpetuation of apartheid is so 
heavily reliant.

immediate withdrawal as an anti-Gouth Africtm sanction can 
only be reasonably effective if undertaken as a concerted policy. 
With tlic growing Gouth African labour reserve (albeit largely 
imskillcd ajid v/ithout previous mine experience) , coupled with the 
mounting unemployment in the supplier states, the internal social 
and political costs are likely by far to outweigh the anticipated 
benefits.

A downwardly imposed poiitical-mor.'il dictate to impede 
individual freedom of choice will negatively affect the income 
level of approximately 20,000 (Sv/aziland) and at least 40,000 
dependants (assuming a low average of 2 dependants) - a disarming 
prospect for a politically already very cautious government.

Premature withdrawal will probably lead from one form of 
dependence to another, i.e. to a dependence on foreign aid that 
might tend to linger on indefinitely providing basic needs and 
other requirements for adjustment.

If migratory labour is the target for withdrawals on 
political grounds, serious thought should be given to other 
forms of muttial cooperation and dependence that affect, in 
Piirti cular, Rotswana, Lesotho and Gwaz.iland. A more compre— 
liens ive approach embracing the Customs Union, the kand Lionctary 
Agi*C(!m<’nt, communioations, etc, is necessary to avoid the hypo

crisy of discrete sanctions.
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IX. POOTMOTES

^ The issue of migration in Southern Africa as a 
strategic instrument has recently led the Economic Commission 
for Africa Multinational Programming and Operational Centre 
for Eastern and Southern Africa (ECA/MULPOC) in Lusaka to 
mount a major coriference on the theme "Migratory Labo\ir in 
Southern Africa" .

2 Prom The Mozambican Miner, an as yet unofficially 
released study produced by the Centro de Estudos Africanos, 
Universidade Eduardo Mondlane (Ruth First, Director of project) 
which, in addition to comprehensive socio-economic studies, 
provides a good historical review of the labour supplying 
contracts between Portugal and the South African mining industry.

^ Completed working papers include:
- M.H. Doran, Swaziland Labour Migration - Some Implica

tions for a National Development Strata^. Geneva, ILO, August 
1^771 mimeographed World Employment Programme research working 
paper [WEP 2-26/WP 12]; restricted; and

- A.R.C. Low, Migration and Agricultural Development in 
Swaziland: A Micro-Economic Analysis, Geneva, ILO, August 1^77; 
mimeographed World Employment Programme research working paper 
[WEP 2-26/%P 13]; restricted.

Planned working papers include (working titles):
- Pion de Vletter, Migrant Labour on the South African 

Gold Mines: An Investigation into Black Worker Conditions and
Attitudesl

- P.A. Prinz and B.D. Prinz, Migrant Labour and Rural 
Homesteads; An Investigation into the Social Implications of 
the Migrant Labour System for Swaziland.

and

^ TEBA is the recently introduced acronym for the Employment 
Bureau of Africa,, formerly the Mine Labour Organisations (MLO) 
and known as the Native Recruitment Corporation (NRC) prior to 
the MLO.

^ The serious extent of overgrazing and prevalence of 
cattle ownership in Swaziland was formally raised as early 
as 1932 by Sir A. Pirn in the Report on the Financial and Economic 
Situation of Swaziland.

^ Up to 1940, 3-4,000 Mozambicans were recruited annually 
in Swaziland, thereafter tailing off to less than 1,000 until 
I960 and increasing to 4,251 in 1964 - the year before WMA 
operations in Swazileuid closed.

H. Kuper (1947, P.14 ) found that in 193B Public Works 
labourers earned between 27s 6d to 40s per month, most domestic 
workers earned less than 30s per month, farm labour 15s to 403 
per month, and local mineworkers earned between 8d and 2s per 
day.
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8 The deferred pay system in Swaziland enables the worker 
to draw a specified montlily allowance (most choose HlO per 
month) while accumulating the rest to be collected at the mine 
witii ttie termination of work (not necessarily contract) or at 
the TKUA office where recruited. per cent of Swazi
recruits elect fur the system.

"Iiiachine boys" are drillers at tlie stope face who in 
addition to a base rate earn bonuses according to the number 
of holes drilled per day. According to both local employers 
and mining officials, Swazis show a strong preference for task 
work. Task work is a set amount of v/ork which is paid a basic rate; 
any work or production thereafter is paid according to bonus rates.

See also table 2 below.P. 17.

The national borders of ' ziland do not reflect what 
could be considered a Swazi trib:. area which protudes extensively 
into the Eastern Transvaal. Ethnic affiliations across borders 
account for much of the mobility and presence of Swazi nationals 
in South Africa.

1 Minimum earnings per shift for blacks increased from 
KO.42 per shift In 1972 to R2.50 in 1976, while average earnings 
per sliift increases from R0.77 in 1972 to R3.5^ in 1976. The 
most notable increase occurred in 1974 vdien earnings increased 
by more than 100 per cent over the previous year. Wages in 1977 
were increased by only about 6 per cent over those ir 1976.

Two types of re-engagement certificates are issued; the 
26 weeks and the 45 weeks certificates. The first is issued at 
the discretion of the mine concenied to those v«ho have worked 
underground for a period of between 26-45 weeks and allows the 
miner to stay at home one week for every four v/orked. If he 
stays longer than the entitled period, the privilege of re
employment on the issuing mine expires. The 45 v/eeks certificate 
allows the miner to stay home for 6 months on completion of 45 
weeks service.

14 Our survey of 55 unsuccessful recruits shov/ed that orJ.y 
11 had no previous gold mining experience.

Many rurally-based employers in the employer survey 
indicated that there was a notable trend for more school leavers 
to apply for work in the past few years.

Clarke (1977b) notes that reinvestment in an economy 
reliant on labour reserves not only occurs on the basis of 
surpluses airising from within the capitalist sector, but that 
it is adso dependent on the labour supply conditions, especially 
when labour can be obtained at below the cost of reproduction.
He writes: "The overall level and rate of reinvestment in such
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16 ( cont'd)
economies is thus a function of two forms of ac^ulation. 
form which is dependent on intersectoral articulation c^^oe 
understood as primitive accumulation." (p. 11) • 
to "primitive accumulation" he continues: "... the following 
points appear essential: firstly, labour must exchange at a 
wage below its cost of subsistence and reproduction, and 
secondly, means for meeting the labour costs of subsistence 
and reproduction which are not provided from wage-labour must exist 
and be directed towards this purpose." (p. 12).

The

The Mozambique study The Mozambican Mines noted: 
weakening of the economic base of the peasant society due to 
the extraction of labour power from it on the one hand, md the 
creation of new consumption habits on the other, gradually turned 
the migrant labour system into a system reproducing itself and 
one of economic necessity." Nevertheless, it did find that for 
the peasants other than the very poorest, agriciilture has improved 
and some of this improvement has been the result of accumulating 
mine earnings, not being possible for the very poor due to the 
fundamental natxire of "primitive accumulation".

"The

Although the lack of job opportunities was mentioned by 
many of the respondents in the various surveys, it seemed fairly 
clear that the lack of jobs related to jobs comparable to minework, 
particularly in relation to remuneration. ,

Personal communication from David Massey who is currently 
working on the National Migration Project in Botswana.

Personal communication from L.J.M. Van Dninen, engaged 
in an M.A. thesis based on a socio-anthropological study of 
migration in Lesotho.

There appears to be a peculiar economic relationship 
between the traditional cattle requirement and the cash "equi
valent". In terms of cash VEJ.ue, cattle in the tr^ivional 
agreement is much more than the acceptable cash substitute.
This will obviously bias the younger, less traditionally inclined, 
towards paying a cash bride-price.

A strong factor in the decreasing length of contracts 
for the industry in general can be attributed to the changes 
which have occurred in the composition of mineworkers and their 
respective contract lengths. Malawian and Mozambic^ workers 
who have had the longest minimum contracts in the industry have 
been replaced by South African blacks with the shortest contracts 
(6 months).

The Rosen-Prinz Prinz study found that only 18 per cent
One factor explainingof the migrants were household heads.

some of this discrepancy is that the smaller NRDA homestead 
survey took place where much local work was proximate to home 
allowing regular return to homesteads over weekends.
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PÂ An interesting behavioural pattern has been noted by- 
various researchers who claim that the propensity to exchange 
cattle into cash varies by district, thus in the southern 
part of the Shiselweni district, cattle tend to be more conver
tible than in northern Hho-Hho.

2S The Human Resources Laboratory Monitoring Division of 
the Chamber of Mines Research Organization has over the past 
few years conducted continuing surveys of what now amoxmts to 
more than 2,000 mineworkers on the various groups' mines. The 
first results have been released (restricted) in Vol. 1, No. 1 
"The Black Mineworker: Some of his characteristics and how he 
reacts to certain aspects of life on a mine". (July 1977).

26 Recruitment by Swaziland employers throTigh advertise
ment in the press or by radio has not proven very effective. 
University s-tudents when asked to comment on this behaviour 
said that little faith is attached to promises and some even 
protested that a description of wages and benefits as advertised 
by a prominent employer were "pure lies". It seemed that the 
only way to attract labour was for the tangible benefits of 
employment (e.g. increased wage packets for returned mineworkers) 
to percolate through the potentially mobile labour force in the 
rural areas. This may be an important explanation for the lagged 
response to improved conditions and wages in various sectors 
(particularly the South African mines and the Swaziland sugar 
industry).

27 Van der Wiel found that the average length of time the 
Basotho migrant worker (mostly miners) spends outside Lesotho 
is between 13 years (for those in the Mountain zone) and 16 
years (for those from the lowlands). The Mozambique s-tudy found 
that, in their samples, the worker-peasants, on average, spent 
42-49 per cent of their working lives on the mines with only 
about one-quarter spending less than 30 per cent and another 
quarter spending nearly two-thirds of their working lives on 
the mines.

28 The HRL report foiind that the more experienced a man 
was in mining, the more likely he was to have a larger number 
of dependants.

29 The only mines which are known to have Swazis who fairly 
regularly return to Swaziland during contracts are in the Evander 
area, approximately 200 km. from Swaziland. Other "popular" mines 
for Swazis are too far for brief visits.

Personal communication.

^ This issue, which involves traditional rights to land, 
conditions on the mines and attitudes towards South Africa 
will be further discussed in my planned paper Migrant Labour 
on the South African Gold Mines, op. cit.
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The importance might he higher than these figures
the various reasons offered hy some ofsuggest because among — j.. j +

the miners, high wages were invariably mentioned first.

Those who are recruited to work on the South African 
travel formalities arranged for them by 
Those who wish to work in other sectors

mines have necessary 
recruiting offices, 
must obtain passports to travel to South Africa, find an 
employer who will attest that a South African cannot be 
found to fill that position and then return to Swaziland 
for attestation with the Labour Department before being 
legally employed in South Africa,

The survey covered 10 sugar plantations (including 2 
mills), 2 citrus plantations, 1 forestry concern, 6 "other" 
farming establishments, 2 mining companies, 5 manufacturi^ 
firms, and 15 miscellaneous companies including hostels, banks, 
garages and other services.

35 "Turnover" in this case also includes absenteeis--. where 
workers leave for ploughing and refum with the hope of obtain
ing their previous employment.

Nevertheless, the savings on infrastructural investment, 
family housing, etc. has made the perpetuation of the migratory 
labour system worthwhile for many employers.

?or Lesotho, A.C.A. van der Wiel (1977, p. 90) wrote;
"The starting point paid by the mines is about 70 per cent of 
the income an average rural household requires per annum to 
satisfy their basic needs. It is estimated that approximately 
55 per cent of mine labourers in 1976 received a salary in cash 
and kind below the poverty line."

M.A. students from University of Utrecht attached with 
the University College of Swaziland for six months while working 

marketing survey of agricultural produce.

One of the problems with this analysis is the difficulty 
of defining "traditional" roles, as it is virtually impossible to 
determine how adjustment to the effects of migration has influenced 
task distribution.

The recommendations of the Ministers Meeting in November 
1977 were to have been ratified in a subsequent meeting in 
February 1978 but so far the latter meeting has not yet been 
convened - thus the joint strategy still stands as a proposal.

The policy recommendations under this heading will be 
detailed in my planned paper on Migrant labour on the South 
African gold Wines ...« op. cit.

on a

f-
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